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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 1733 
JA.MES HARGROVE .AND R. H. BLAND, Plaintiffs in 
Error, 
versus 
NELLIE E·. IIARRIS AND RANDOLPH IIARRIS, De-
fendants in Error. 
To the Honorable J'ustices of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: 
Your petitioners, James Harg1·ove and R. H. Bland, re-
spectfully represent that they are aggTieved by a final judg-
ment of the Circuit Court of King William County, entered 
on the 25th day of April, 1935, in an action at law depending 
in the said court, wherein James Hargrove and R. H. Bland 
were plaintiffs, and Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris 
were defenda~ts. A transcript of the record of the case is 
herewith exhibited. 
ST.ATEl\1:ENT OF FACTS. 
The record ~iscloses the following· facts: 
That James Hargrove and R. H. Bland, proceeding under 
Section -#5490 of the Code, filed their petition in the Circuit 
Court of King William County against Nellie E. Harris and 
Randolph Harris, the object of which. was to have the 
boundary lines between their land and that of the defendants 
ascertained and determined. The petition was filed on the 
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2nd day of October, 1933, and with their petition, the plain-
tiffs filed a plat. The plat 'vas made by G. L. Evans, Cer-
tified Surveyor, on Septen1ber 15, 1931, 'vith additions thereto 
on February 2, 1932. That the· said plat was made by G. L. 
Evans, Certified Surveyor, after reading the description in 
the deed from Albert Edwards to J,ames Hargrove and R. 
H. Bland, and after exan1ining deeds in the chain of title and 
deeds and plats of the adjoining land owners, and Proces-
sioners' Books of 1885 in the Clerk's Office of l{ing William 
County (R., p. 55). The line on the Evans' plat beginning 
at a cedar stob on the West side of the County road leading 
from King William Court House to Lanesville and running 
from this pointS. 87° 45' W. 1042.5 feet to a ccd~r stob, thence 
S. 70° 15' W. 688.5 feet to a cedar stob, thence 31° 30' W. 
170 feet to a cedar stob, thence S. 67° 15' W. 686 feet to a cedar 
stob, thence S. 86° 30' ·\v. 532 feet to a cedar stob on :Nicta-
wana Swamp, is the boundary line claimed by Hargrove and 
Bland as being the true boundary line between their lands 
and that of Nellie E. Harris, and that Nellie E. Harris does 
not own any land on the Sou.th side of this line adjoining· the 
lands of Hargrove and Bland. That the defendants, N cllie 
E. Harris and Randolph Harris claim the true boundary line 
between ·their land and that of HargTove and Bland is the 
_line appearing on a certain plat made by L. D. Robinson, 
Surveyor, dated October 13, 1931, and filed with the defend-
ants' answ·er, to-wit: Beginning at a stump on the side of a 
ravine in the Garrett line, and running thence Westerly 3124 
feet· to a Sycamore to the Nictawana Swamp. Upon the is-
sues joined in this case, the jury found for Hargrove and 
Bland, and upon motion of counsel for Nellie E. Harris and 
Randolph Harris, the court set aside the verdict of the jury 
as contrary to the law and evidence and entered up judgment 
in favor of Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris, to • which 
action of the Court Hargrove and Bland by counsel excepted. 
ASSIGN~fENT OF ERRORS. 
1. The Court erred in setting· aside the verdict of the jury 
as contrary to the law and evidence and entering up judg-
ment in the case in favor of the defendants, Nellie E. Harris 
and R.andolph Harris. 
2. The court erred in allo,ving the defendants to introduce 
in evidence .a certain deed dated August 6, 1883,- from War-
ren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards 
whereby the said Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lips-
comb granted and sold unto the said Albert Ed-
wards, bis heirs and assigns a right of way of in-
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gress and egress over and across' the lands of War-
ren Lipscomb on the line between H. Dillard and said Warren 
Lipscomb from a certain tract of land containing forty-fiv.~ 
( 45) acres which is cut off and detached from the main tract 
of land which the said .Albert Edwards purchased from B. 
T. Lipscomb on the 23rd day of July, 1883. 
The assignment of errors will be taken up in the order in 
which they are assigned, to-wit: 
ERROR NO. 1 ASSIGNED. 
The court erred in setting aside the verdict of the jury as 
contrary to the law and evidence and entering up judgment 
in favor of Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris. 
In considering the first · error assigned, it will be neces-
. sary to determine from the evidence whether or not there 
was any evidence upon which to base the verdict of the jury, 
or that the verdict of the jury is plainly contrary to the evi-
dence. 
THE EVIDENCE ON BEHALF OF HARGROVE AND 
BLAND, PLAINTIFFS IN ERROR. 
The records disclose· 'ihe following evidence in behalf of 
Hargrove ·and Bland, plaintiffs in error: 
It appears from the evid~nce in this case that Parks B. 
Davis, Sr. owned a large tract of land situated in King Wil-
liam County, Virginia, and that sometime prior to the year 
1867, the said Parks B. Davis, Sr. died leaving a will, and 
devising to his daughter, Malinda Davis, who married 
Thadeus C. Bennett, 
"All that certain tract of land lying and being in King 
William County, containing sixty-seven ( 67) acres, more or 
less,. adjoining the lands of Parks B. Davis, Jr., Sarah B. 
Davis and S. Luckhard, on the main road leading from King 
Willian1 Court House to Lanesville.'' 
That the said Parks B. Davis, Sr. devised to his son, Parks 
B. Davis, Jr., 
''All that certain tract of land containing thirty ( 30) acres, 
more or less, adjoining the lands of B. C. Nelson and Henry 
Alexander on the main road leading from King William 
Court House to Lanesville.'' 
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That the said Parks.B. Davis, Sr. devised to his daughter; 
Sallie F. Luckhard, 
"A certain tract of land containing sixty-seven (67) acres 
of land designated as lot No. 10 in the division of the real 
estate of Parks B. Davis, Sr.'' 
That the said ~Ialinda Bennett and her husband, Thadeus 
C. Bennett, by deed dated October 17, 1867, conveyed to War-
t·en Lipscomb, 
''All that certain piece or parcel of land with all improve-
ments thereon lying and being in the County of King Wil-
liam containing· sixty-seven ( 67) acres, more or less, adjoin-
ing the lands of Parks B. Davis, Jr. and Sarah B. Davis and 
S. Luckhard, on the main road leading from l{ing "'\Villiam · 
Court House to Lanesville. A distance from the Cour,ii' House 
of about four miles lying and being the same land th~t cawas 
devised to the saicll\Ialinda Bennett by her father, Parks B. 
Davis, Sr.'' 
That Parks B. Davis, Jr. by- deed dated February 27, 1869, 
conveyed to Warren Lipscomb, 
''All that certain piece or parcel of land with all the im-
provements thereon containing thirty (30) acres, more or 
less, adjoining the lands of B. C. Nelson and Henry Alexander 
on the main road leading from King William Court House 
to Lanesville and being the same land that was devised to 
the said Parks B. Davis, Jr. by his father, Parks B. Davis, 
Sr." 
That Sarah ·F. Luckhard and her husbandS. H. Luckhard 
by deed dated on the 19th day of January, 1868, conveyed to 
·Henry Alexander, 
''All that certain tract or parcel of land that was allotted 
to the said Sarah F. Luckhard, whose maiden name was Sarah 
F. Davis in the division of the real estate of the late Parks 
B. Davis, Sr. father of the said Sarah F. Davis, which is 
designated as Lot No. 10 on the plat of the division made 
by Edmund Littlepag-e on the 25th day of November, 1854, 
in pursuance to a decree of the County Court of King Wil-
liam pronounced on the 25th day of August, l854, in a 
frien suit in Chancerv in said court under style of Robert 
P. Davis et as, v. arah B. Davis et als. The said lot of 
land contains sixty-seven {67) acres." 
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That Henry .Alexander and Rosa .Alexander, his wife on 
the lOth day of January, 1868, conveyed by deed to W. D. 
Pollard, Trustee, the tract or lot of land known as Lot No. 
10, containing sixty -seven ( 67) acres which was allotted to 
Sarah P. Luc.khard in the division of the real estate of the 
late Parks B. Davis, Sr., deceased, to secure the payment of 
a certain sum of money; and the said Henry .Alexander hav-
-ing· made default in the payment of the debt secured in the 
said deed of trust, the said W. D. Pollard, Trustee, sold the 
said lot of land containing· sixty-seven (67) acres in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said deed of trust and Warren 
Lipscomb becan1e the purchaser thereof. Thereupon the 
said W. D. Pollard, Trustee, by deed dated January 24, 1870, 
conveyed to Warren Lipscomb the said lot of land contain-
ing sixty-seven (67) acres, which was conveyed by S. H. 
L-pckhard and Sarah F. Luckhard, his wife, to the said Henry 
.Alexander by deed dated on the lOth day of January, 1868. 
It appears from the aforesaid deeds that Warren Lips-
comb purchased one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres of 
land which was allotted to Parks B. Davis, Jr., Sarah F. 
Lucld1ard and Malinda Bennett, three of the children of the 
late Parks B. Davis, Sr. and the said deeds are recorded in 
the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of King William 
County. · · 
That H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, under decree of 
the Circuit Court of King William County, on the 6th day of 
December, 1887, conveyed to .Albert Edwards, 
''That certain piece, parcel or lot of land lying in the 
County of ICing· William situated on the public road leading 
from ICing Willia1n Court House to Lanesville bounded by 
the lands of Albert Edwards and F. Dillard et als, contain-
ing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres and is the same 
land that the late W arrcn Lipsco1nb died seized and pos-
sessed.'' 
That by deed dated March 29, 1900, .Alb~rt Edwards con-
veyed to his wife, Nellie E. Edwards; t4e following tracts 
of land, 
''All that certain tract or parcel of land lying in King 
vVilliam County, Virg·inia, on the left hand side of the main 
county road leading from Lanesville to King William Court 
House and adjoining the lands of Dr. J. R. Lewis' estate, 
William Luckhard et als and contains two hundred. and 
twelve (21.2) acres, more or less, and being the pJ~ce on which 
the parti'es hereto now reside and known as the Old Parks 
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Davis Homestead, also another tract of land lying on the 
same side of· the road, adjoining the first mentioned . piece, 
Smith Davis, Nelson's Old Place and Burruss' and is known 
as 'Warren Lipscombs Old Place' and contains one hundred 
and sixty-four (164) acres, more or less." 
It appears from the last mentioned deed that Albert Ed-
.,vards conveyed the tract of lan.d known as the ''Warren 
Lipscomb Tract", containing one hundred and sixty-four 
(164) acres, more or less, to his wife Nellie E. Edwards. 
That on the 25th day of April, 1923, Nellie E. Edwards con-
veyed back to Albert Edwards the ''Warren Lipscomb 
Tract'' whi~h is described as follows: 
''All that certain tra~t of land lying in West Point Dis~ 
trict, in the County of l{iug William, in the State of :Virginia, 
situated on the publie·-road leading from King ·william Court 
House to Lanesville, adjoining the lands of the said Nellie 
E. Edwards, B. C. Garrett, et als and known as the 'Lips.-
comb's Tradt', containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) 
acres, more or less, and the same tract of land conveyed by 
deed .dated December 6, 1887, from H. I. Lewis, Special Com-
missioner, to Albert Edwards .recorded in Deed Book 8, page 
243. ,, 
The said tract of land was conveyed to Albert Edwards 
with the following reservation, to-wit: "It is covenanted, 
however, that this deed for the said one hundred and sixty-
four (164) ae-res, is subject to the contract for sale of stand-
ing timber made by the said N elli.e E. Edwards, with Henrico 
Lumber Company, whereby the said Nellie E. Edwards, has 
sold to Henrico Lumber Company, all the standing timber 
upon said tract of land hereby conveyed, said contract dated 
December B1, 1921. '' 
That Albert Edwards by deed dated July 11, 1929, con-
veyed to James Hargrove and R. H. Bland, the plaintiffs 
in error, the following tract of land, to-wit: 
"All that certain tract of land~ lying in the West Point 
District, in the County of King William, in the State of Vir-
ginia, situated on the public road from King William Oourt 
House to Lanesville, adjoining the lands of said Nellie E. 
Edwards, B. C. Garrett et als, and known as the 'Lipscomb 
Tract', containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, 
more or less, and is the same tract of land conveyed by· deed 
dated December 6, 1887, from H. I. Lewis, Special Commis-
sioner, to Albert Edwards, recorded in Deed Book 8,, page 
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.243, and a~terward conveyed by Albert Edwards to Nellie 
E. Edwards, Deed Book .... page . . . .. Being same Jand 
conveyed to party of the first part by deed from Nelli~.~· 
Edwards, dated April 25, 1923, recorded May 9, 1923, in the 
Clerk's O:ffi~e of King William County in Deed Book 38, page 
212." 
'l~herefore, it appears from the aforesaid deeds that the 
'plaintiffs in error are the owners of the tract of land knoW-P-
as the "Warren l.tipscomb Tract", containing one hundred 
and sixty-four (164) acres, and is the same tract of land which 
was conveyed by H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, by deed 
dated December 6, 1887, to Albert Edwards, recorded in 
Deed Book 8, page 243 and afterwards conveyed by .Albert 
Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards, Deed Book . . . . page .... ; 
nnd it further appears from the aforesaid deeds that the tract 
of one htmdred and sixty-four (164) acres is made up of three · 
tracts of land containing sixty-seven (67) acres, more or less, 
which was conveyed by Malinda Bennett to Warren Lips-
comb, and thirty (30) acres conveyed by Parks B. Davis, Jr. 
to Warren Lipscomb, and a lot of land containing sixty-seven 
( 67) acres, which was d~vised by Parks B. Davis, Sr. to his 
daughter, Sarah F. Luckhard, and conveyed by W. D. Pollard, 
Trustee, to Warren Lipscomb. The said Malinda Bennett, 
Parks B. Davis, Jr., and Sarah F. Luckhard were three c4il-
'dren of the late Parks B. Davis, Sr. 
It further appears fr<tm the undisputed evidence that ac-
cording to the survey made by G. L. Evans, certified sur~ 
veyor, on September 15, 1931, and February 2, 1932, that the 
said tract of land claimed by Hargrove and Bland contains one 
hundred sixty-seven and five-tenths (167.5) acres, and the 
said Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris, the defendants 
in error, are claiming fifty-one {51) acres of this tract of 
land on the South, which would reduce the actual acreage in 
the said tract of land. to one hundred sixteen· and five-tenths 
(116.5) acres, when it appears from the record in the case 
that Edmund Littlepage, a surveyor, on the 25th day of No-
vember; 1854, made a survey and plat of the said tracts of 
land, which make up the "Warren Lipscomb Tract" and 
found the acreag·e to be one hundred and sixty-four (164) 
acres~ Unfortunate for the plaintiffs in error the records in 
the Clerk's Office of King William County were destroyed 
by fire in 1885 and the plat of Edmund Littlepage, surveyor, 
of the land in dispute was destroyed by fire. 
That the present acreage in the "Warren Lipscomb Trao't" 
claimed by the plaintiffs in error corresponds practically 
with the survey made l>y Edmund Littlepage, surveyor, which 
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was made on the 25th day of November, 1854; that the de-
sc.ri ption of the tract of land owned and elaimed by the plain-
tiffs in error in the deed from Albert Edwards is as follows ~ 
''All that certain tract of land, lying in West Point Dis-
trict, in the County of I<ing William, in the State of Virgin~a, 
situated on the public road from King William Court House 
to LanesviHe, adjoining the lands of said Nellie E. Edwards, 
B. C. Garrett, et als, and known as the 'Lipscomb Tract,' 
containing ·one hunch·ed and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
·.Jess, and is the same tract of land conveyed by deed dated 
J)ecember 6, 1887, from H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, 
t.o .Albert Edwards recorded in Deed Book 8, page 243, and 
· afterwards conveyed by Albert Edwards to Nellie E. Ed-
wards, Deed Book .... , page . . . . Being the same land 
conveyed to party of the first pa1·t by deed from Nellie .ffi. 
Edwards, dated April 25, 1923, recorded May 9, 1923, in 
the Clerk's Office of King William County, Deed Book 38, 
page 212.'' 
· That the description in. said deed from Albert Edwards to 
James Hargrove and R. H. Bland describe the property as 
lying on the public road from King William Court House to 
Lanesville, adjoining the lands of said Nellie E. Edwards, 
B. C. Garrett, et als, and known as the "Ltipscontb Tract''~ 
containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
less, and is the same tract of land conveyed by deed dated 
December 6, 1887, from II. I. Lewi's, Special C01nmissioner, 
to .Albert Edwards and afterwards conveyed by Albert Ed-
wards to Nellie E. Edwards. The description in the deed 
fron1 H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, to Albert Ed,vards 
dated October 17; 1867, describes the said tract of land as 
being, 
"That certain piece or parcel of land lying in tile County 
of :King William, situated on the public road leading from 
King William Court House to Lanesville bounded. by tile 
lands of Albert Edwards, F. Diiiard et als, containing one 
hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, and is the same land 
which the late Warren Lipscomb died seized and possessed." 
The description in tile deed of Albert Edwards dated 
1\{arch 29, 1900, to Nellie E. Edwards describes the tract of 
land as, 
''Lying on the same side of the road and adjoining the 
first mentioned· piece, Smith Davis, Nelson's Old Place and 
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Burruss, and is known as the 'Jf arren Lipscomb's Old 
Place', and containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) 
acres, n1ore or less.'' 
Therefore, it appears from the description of the tract of 
land claimed by the plaintiffs in error, the tract of land was 
formerly owned by Warren Lipscomb and contains one hun-
dred and sixty-four (164) acres more or less and adjoins 
the lands of Nelson's Old Place, Burrusses and Nellie E. Ed-
wards, now Nellie E. Harris. 
That it appears from the plat of G. L. Evans, certified 
surveyor, dated September 15; 1931, and February 2, 1932, 
that the tract of land which he surveyed for the plaintiffs 
in error as the "JT' arren I.Apscomb Tract" contains one hun-
dred and sixty-seven and five-tenths (167.5) acres, and ad-
joins the lands of "Dillard's" or "Burrus'" (Dillards and 
Burrusses being the same tract), and Nelson's, which de-
scription corresponds with the descripti_on of the "Warren 
Lipsco1nb Tract'' given in the deed to the plaintiffs in error. 
It further appears from the evidence that the tract of land 
known as "Dillard's" or ''Burruss'" and ''Nelson's" are 
now o'vned bv B. C. Garrett. 
It further ·appears from the record in the case that the 
three tracts of land which Warren Lipscomb purchased from 
Parks B. Davis, ,Jr., Sarah F. Luckhard and Malinda Ben-
nett, three of the children of Parks B. Davis, Sr., that said 
tracts of land make up the one hundred and sixty-four (164) 
acres of land, more or less, owned by the late Warren Lips-
comb and known as the. '' JV arren Lipscomb T~act '', and 
that they adjoin each other according to the description 
given of the three tracts of land in the deeds to Warren Lips-
co·mb. That the deed of Parks B. Da.vis, Jr. to Warren Lips-
comb dated February 27, 1.869~ describes the thirty (30) 
acres of land which he conveyed to Warren Lipscomb as 
follows: 
. . 
''All that certain piece or parcel of land with all improve-
ments thereon containing thirty (30) acres;· inore or less, 
adjoining the lands of B. C. Nelson, and ·Henry Alexander 
(Henry Alexander having purchased the tract allotted to 
Sarah f. Luckhard) on the main road leading from King 
William Court House to Lanesville and being the same land 
devised to the said Parks B. Davis by his father, Parks B. 
Davis, Sr." 
· That from this description it appears that the thirty (30) 
acres which Parks B. Davis, Jr. conveyed to Warren Lips;.. 
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comb was bounded oil the South by B .. C. Nelson and on the 
~orth by Henry Alexander, the said Henry Alexander pur-
chased the lot of land which 'vas devised to Sarah F. Luck-
hard by Parks B. Davis, Sr. That thP. deed from Malinda 
Bennett and husband to Warren Lipscomb describes the· sixty-
seven ( 67) acres of land, which they conveyed to Warren 
Lipscomb as follows : 
''All that certain piece or parcel of land with all improve-
ments thereon lying and being in the County of King William, 
containing sixty-seven (67) acres, more· or less, adjoining 
the lands of Parks B. Davis and Sarah B. Davis and S~ Luck-
hard on the main road leading from King William Court 
House to Lanesville, distance from the Court House about 
four miles, and being the same land that was devised t<? the· 
s~d Malinda Bennett by her father, Parks Davis.'' 
That it appears f:r;om the description in this deed that the 
tJ:act of land .is situated between the lot of land allotted to 
Sarah F. Luckhard and the lot of land allotted to Sarah B. 
Davis, the widow· of· the late Parks B. Davis, Sr., which is. 
now 01-\-"'led by Nellie E. I-Iarris, the defendant in er.ror in 
this case. . 
That it further appears from the evidence of James Har-
grove and· R. If. Bland that the boundary·lines to the ''War-
r.en Li1JsoomJi Tract17 ' wet'e not pointed out to them before 
they: purchased tlie said tract of land; that before purchas-
ing the said· tract of land they met Albert Edwards on the 
aaid tract of land, and· thoy started to walk around the lines· 
to: the tract of land, but a storm· cam·e up that day and· they 
were prevented from doing so ; that Albert .Edwards pointed: 
out a wire fence- on the North side· of the tra~t of land as be-· 
ing-_ the line between the "Warren Lipscomb Tract" and the· 
land of Nellie E .. Harris, and stated that the tract of land: 
contained one hundred and sixty-f.our (164} acres, and' 
is hounded . by . the lands of ''Dillard's'' or ''Bur-
russ.'·", and '·'N:elson's" now· owned by B. C. Gar-
rett; that Albert Edwards did not point out to: 
them any other wire· fence as being· the line, but said some-
. tJring about a wire fenc~ on Nictawana Swamp; that they 
purchased the said tract of land upon the statements made 
l)y .. Albert Edwards; that the tract of land which he sold them 
was. the "'Warren Lipscotnb Tract", and contained one hun-· 
dred and sixty-four (164) acres, and was bounded on the 
North by a wire fence on the line between that tract and 
Nellie E. Harris and bounded by the land of ' 1 Dillard's" or 
"Burruss' ,. and '"Nelson's" now owned by B. C. Garrett~ 
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That about one year or one year and a, half after they had 
:purchased the land and were getting ready to cut some tim~ 
ber on the said tract of land, that Albert Edwards told them 
that the; tract of land was bounded on the North by a wire fence 
on the line between that tract of land and the land of Nellie· 
E. Harris and on the South by a wire fence, which wire fence 
on the South is now claimed by Nellie E .. ~rris as one . of 
the boundary lines between her land and that of the plam-
tiffs in error. That Hargrove. and Bland began to cut timber 
on the tract of land which they pur~hased from Albert Ed-
wards and a controversy arose between them and Nellie E. 
Harris about the boundary lines between her land and that 
of. James Hargrove and R. H. Bland, and they thereupon 
employed Mr. G. L. Evans, certified surveyor, to ex~mine 
the records in the Clerk's Office. of King William County ~or 
the purpose of ascertaining the description of the "Warren 
Lilpsco'l1'tb Tract" and make a survey and plat of same, and· 
afteF diseove#ng that Nellie. E~ Harris was claiming a South-
ern portion of. the ''Warren Lipscomb Tract'' which they 
had purchased and that the piece of land which . she claimed. 
contained fifty -one (51)· acres, which would reduce the acre;. 
age· of the "'Warren· Lipscomb: Tract'' to' one hundred and 
sixteen and five-tenths (116.5). acres, they decided to :file a. 
petition in the Circuit Conrt of King William County for. 
the. purpose of determining the true boundary lines· betw:een 
the· "'Warren Lipscomb .7'ract" which they purchased from 
Albert Edwards and the lands· of Nellie E. Harris, who· was 
formerly Nellie E. Ed,vards. 
THE EVIDENCE ON. BEHALF OF NELLIE. E. HARRIS 
A.t.~D RANDOLPH HARRIS, DEFENDANTS IN 
ERROR:' 
The defendants in error introduced in evidence a• deed 
from .Albert Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards dated March 
29, I900. 
The· said Albert Edwards conveyed· to Nellie E: Edwards, 
hhr wife,. the following tracts of land: 
''All' that certain tract or parcel of land lying m King 
William County, Virginia; on the left hand side of tlie main 
County ro·ad leading from Lanesville to King William Cou:rt 
House and:adjoining the·lands of Dr. J. R. Lewis~ estate, Will 
liam Luckhard and others and containing two hundred and 
twelve (212) acres, more or less, and· being the place on which 
the parties hereto now reside and· known as the· ''Old Parks 
Davis Homestead.,. 
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. '''.Also another tract of land lying on the ~ame side of th~ 
road an~ adjoining the first mentioned piece, Smith Davis~ 
Nelson's Old Place and containing one hundred and sixty-
four (164) acres, more or less, together with the improve-
ments, and -appurtenances therein and thereunto .. belong-
ing.~' 
The defendants in error introduced in evidence a certain 
deed from B. T. Lipscomb to Albert Edwards dated July 23, 
1883, whereby B. T. Lipscomb conveyed to Albert Edwards 
the following tract of land, to-wit: 
. ''.All that piece or parcel of land which was owned by the 
late Parks B. Davis, and conveyed by Parks B. Davis, and 
Sarah B. Davis to B. T. Lipscomb as per deed recorded in 
the Clerk's Office of County Court of King· William in Deed 
Book 1881 . . . . 188 . . . . and containing one hundred and 
forty-fi'\7e acres lying on the public road leading from King 
Wi11iam Court House to Lanesville adjoining the lands of 
J. R: Lewis, William Luckhard, 'Varren Lipscomb and others, 
the said tract lying partly on the South and partly on the 
North side of the Estate of Warren Lipscomb. And the said 
B. T. Lipscomb doth grant also another tract on the afore-
said consideration, containing sixty-seven aeres lying on 
aforesaid public road and adjoining the lands of Warren 
Lipscomb, it being the same tract of land which was conveyed 
to .the said B. T. Lipscomb by deed duly accorded, executed 
by Sarah B. Davis, both tracts or parcels of la-nd amounting 
to two hundred and twelve acres, together with the appur-
tenances· thereto belonging or in any wise appertaining.'' 
The defendants in error also introduced a photostatic deed 
from Sarah B. Davis to B. T. Lipscomb dated on the 28th 
day of ,July, 1880, which said deed is as follows: · 
"This indenture made this twenty-eighth day of July in 
the year of our Lord Eighteen Hu'ndred and Eighty between 
Sarah B. Davis of the one part and B T. Lipscomb of the 
other part, both of the County of King· William and State 
of Virginia. 'Vitnesseth for and in consideration of the sum 
of One Dollar to me in hand paid by the said B. T. Lipscomb 
as well as the further consideration of the natural love and 
affection I have toward the said B. T. Lipscomb my Grand-
son. I haYe given, g•ranted and conveyed ...... ~ ~ ....... . 
and these presents do give, g-rant and convey .............. . 
to the said B. T. Lipscomb ................ All that piece 
or parcel of land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . of Albert Edwards and 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . on the main road leading from ....... . 
. . . . . . . . l{ing· William Court House containing ....... . 
. . . . . . . . more or less. In witness 'vhereof ............... . 
Sarah B. Davis hath hereunto set her ............... . 
above written.'' 
The defendants in error also introduced in evidence over 
the objection of counsel. for the plaintiffs in error, a certain 
paper writing purporting to be a deea dated August 6, 1883, 
from Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert 
Edwards, whereby the said "\Varren Lipscomb and Martha 
Lipscomb, his wife, granted and sold unto Albert Edwards, 
his heirs and assig-ns a right of way of ingress and egress 
over and across the lands of the said Warren Lipscomb on 
the line between H. Dillard and said vVarren Lipscomb from 
a certain piece of land containing· forty-five ( 45) acres, which 
is cut off and detached from the main tract that the said 
Albert Edwards purchased from the said B. T. Lipscomb on 
the 23rd day of· July 1883. To the introduction of said deed 
counsel for James HargTove and R. H. Bland objected on 
the ground that said deed was not recorded until after Har-
grove and Bland had purchased the said Warren Lipscomb 
tract from Albert Edwards and was not recorded until after 
the institution of this action, and for the further reason 
that the said deed had been withheld from record for a period 
of fifty-two (52) years and that James Hargrove and R. H. 
Bland did not know of such a deed being in existence at the 
thne they purchased the "Warren Lipscomb Tract" from 
Alb(~rt Edwards, and that they are purchasers for value ·and 
without notic0 of "Warren Lipscomb Tract'~ of land and 
that any deed or contract in WPiting affecting· the title of said 
"Warren Lipscomb Tract" which was not recorded at the 
time Hargrove and Bland purchased the said "Warren Lips-
coinb Tract'' from Albert Ed,vards is void as to said James 
Hargrove and R. H. Bland and is not admissible evidence 
in this case unde the statute of frauds in the Code of Vir-
ginia Section #5194, etc. The grounds of exception to this 
last mention~d deed will more fully appear in· Certificate 
=if2. 
Nellie E. Harris one of the defendants in error testified 
that sometime during the year 1923, after she had conveyed 
the tract of land known as ''"\Varren Lipscomb Tract'' to 
A.lhert Edwards, that she and Albert Edwards established 
the boundary line between the "Warren Lipscomb tract'' and 
. the land owned by her, and that the line established by Albert 
Edwa,rds.is the line which appears on the plat of L.'D. Robin-
son, surveyor, dated October 31, 1931, which pJat is filed as 
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~'Exhibit A'' with the answer of Nellie E. Harris in the said 
answer, and said line is described as follows: 
''Commencing at corner with lands of Garrett and of Bland 
and Hargrove, at a stump on the side of a ravine and run-
ning 3124 feet in a straight line to a sycamore on the Swamp.'' 
That a wire fence was built at the joint costs of Nellie E. 
Harris and- Albert J~dwards along the line established by 
Albert Edwards and that Nellie E. Harris and Albert Ed-
wards recognized the ·said line and abided by it until Albert 
Edwards conveyed the property to James Hargrove and R. 
H. Bland. That sometime before she conveyed the "Warren 
Lipscomb Tract'' to Albert Edwards she had sold the Henrico 
Lumber Company some timber on this land, but did not sell 
the Henrico Lumber Company the timber on the tract of land 
containing fifty-one (51) acres which she claims in this con-
troversy. 
It further appears from the evidence of the defendants in 
error that sometime during the said year after Nellie E. Har-
ris had sold the "Warren Lipscomb Tract" to Albert Ed-
wards, that I.~. D. Robinson, surveyor, Hughly Johnson and . 
.Albert Ed,vards met upon the premises for the purpose of 
pointing out the lines to the Henrico Lumber Company to the 
lot of timber which it had purchased from Nellie E. Edwards, 
now Nellie E. Harris, and that the lines pointed out by Albert 
Edwards on that oc~asion are the same lines claimed by 
Nellie E. Harris as the boundary lines between her land and 
that of the "Warren Lipscomb Tract", but no contract was 
introduced by the defendants in error to show where the 
timber was located that Nell-ie E. Harris sold the Henrico 
Lumber Company, and the meeting on the premises of Albert 
Edw·ards, Hughly ·Johnson and L. D. Robinson, surveyor, 
was 'for the purpose of establishing the lines as to the timber 
which Nellie E. Harris had sold the Henrico Lumber Com-
. pany and not for the purpose of establishing the line be-
tween the lands of Nellie E. Edwards and the ''Warren Lips-
comb Tract". 
L. D. Robinson, surveyor, testified that he did not make 
a.ny notes or memorandum in writing as to the lines pointed 
out to him by Albert Edwards in 1923, and that when he went 
back upon the premises about seven or eight years there-
after to make a plat and survey of the lines claimed by Nellie 
E. Harris, that the said line was made from memory as to 
what was pointed out to him by Albert Edwards. He fur-
ther stated that the line which appears on his plat is the line 
'Yhich was pointed out to him by Albert Edwards as to timber 
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which was sold the Henrico Lumber Company by Nellie E . 
. Harris, and that he did not see the contract between Nellie 
E. IIarris anil the Henrico Lumber Company with reference 
to the timber purchased by the Henrico Lumber Company 
from Nellie E. Harris. 
ARGUMENT OF CASE. 
Counsel for the plaintiffs in error contends that the evi-
dence of the plaintiffs in error is sufficient to support the 
verdict of the jury, and that the trial court erred in setting 
aside the verdict of the jury and entering up judgment in 
favor of the defendants in error. 
In the case of Wilkins v. Davis, 164 S. E. 651, Justice 
Gregory said, as follows: 
''A jury verdict fairly rendered is entitled to great re-
spect. The judg·e may have rendered a different verdict if 
he had been upon the jury, but this is not sufficient justifica-
tion for setting it aside. The verdict may have been against 
the prepo~derance of the evidence, but this is not a sufficient 
reason for disturbing it. Where there is conflict in the evi-
dence upon a material point, ·or if reasonably fair-minded 
men mav differ as to the conclusion of fact to be drawn from 
the evidenc~, or if the conclusion is dependent upon the weight 
to be given to the testimony, in such cases the verdict is filial 
and conclu~ive and cam1ot be disturbed either by the trial 
court or the appellate court, and where the verdict has been 
improperly set aside by the trial court, this court will re-
instate it. Of course, if there has been 'a plain deviation 
from right and justice', the court will not make itself a party 
to such wrong by entering a judgment upon a verdict. 'The 
. initial step of the trial court, that of setting aside the verdict, 
can only be taken either· whe·re there is no evidence at all to 
support the verdict, or else the verdict is plainly contrat·y 
to the evidence. ,z, * • ' Forbes lf Co. v. Southern Cotton 
Oil Co., 130 Va. 245, 108 S. E. 15, 19; Gregory v. Seaboard 
Air Lline Ry. Oo., 142 Va. 750, 756; 128 S. E. 272. '' 
'It appears from the documentary evidence in the case, 
that the plaintiffs in error purchased from Albert Edwards 
the tract of land known as the "Warren Lipscomb Tract", 
containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
less ; it further appears that the said tract of land is com-
posed of three tracts of land containing thirty (30), sixty-
seven (67) and sixty-seven (67) acres respectively which 
were allotted to Parks B. Davis, Jr., .Sarah F. Luckhard and 
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·Malinda Bennett, three children of Parks B. Davis, Sr. in the 
division of his real estate in 1854; that Edmund Littlepage, 
a surveyor of J{ing William County, made a survey and plat 
of the real estate of- the late Parks B. Davis, Sr. on the 25th 
day of November, 1854, in pursuance to decree of the Circuit 
Court of King William County, Virginia, and that the three 
tracts of land which were purchased by Warren Lipscon1b 
from the three children of the late Parks B. Davis, Sr. were 
-surveyed and a plat made of same by Edmund Littlepage, 
·s"Qrveyor, anq according to his suryey and plat, the three 
tracts of land contained thirty (30), sixty-seven (67) and 
sixty-seven (67) acres respectively, aggreg·ating o~1e hundred 
and sbdy-four (164) acres, as called for in the deed of Albert 
-Edwards to the plaintiffs in error; that it appears from the 
deed of ParkR B. Davis, .Jr. to \Varren Lipscon1b that the 
thirty (30) acres conveyed by him to Warren Lipscomb was 
bounded on· one side by the lands of B. C. Nelson and on the 
other side by the lot of land allotted to Sarah F. Luckhard, 
which she sold to Henry Alexander; it further appears from 
the deed of Malinda Bennett, a daughter of the late Parks 
B. ·navis, Sr., to Warren Lipscomb _that the tract of land 
which was allotted to her in- the division of the real estate 
·of her father, Parks B. Davis, Sr., that the said lot of land 
was bounded on one side by the lands of Sarah F. Luckhard 
and on the other side by the lands of Sarah B. Davis, wido'v 
of Parks B. Davis, Sr., and that the said Sarah B. Davis 
conveyed the piece or lot of land assigned her in the division 
of her husband's real estate to B. T. Lipscomb, and that the 
lot of land assigned Sarah B. Davis is now owned by Nellie 
E.' Harris. · Therefore, from the documentary evidence the 
three tracts · of land that malre up the ''Warren Lipscomb 
Tract'' adjoin each other and fit in as three blocks of wood 
to constitute the one hundred and si~ty-four (164) acres of 
land, lmowu as the "Warren Lipscomb Tract". It further 
-appears from the deed of H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, 
to· Albert Edwards that the "Warren Lipscomb Tract'' con-
tains one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres and is bounded 
by the lands of Albert Ed,vards, F. Dillard and others; and 
it further appears from the deed of Albert Edwards to James 
Harg·rove and R. H. Bland that the tract of land is described 
as adjoining the lands of Nellie E. Ed,vards, B. C._ Garrett, 
et als, and known as the "Lipscomb Tract" containing one 
hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or less, and is the 
same tract of land conveyed by deed dated December 6, 1887, 
from H. I. Lewis, Special Comn1issioner, to Albert Edwards, 
and afterwards conveyed by Albert Edwards to Nellie E. 
:Edwards, and being the same land conveyed by Albert Ed-
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'Yards to Nellie E. Edwards; that the deed from Nellie E. 
Edwards to Albert Edwards describes the said tract of land 
as adjoining the lands of N ellic E. Edwards, et als and is 
known as the "Lipsco1nb Tract" containing one hundred 
and sixty-four (164) acres, more or less, and is the same tract 
o: land conveyed by deed dated December 6, 1887, from H. I. 
Lewis, Special Commissioner, to Albert Edwards and after-
ward conveyed by Albert Edwards to Nellie E~ Edwards ; 
that it appears frorn the deed of Albert Edwards to Nellie 
E. Ed\vards that the tract of land is described as adjoining 
the first mentioned piece (referring to the "Old Parks Davis 
Homestead"), Smith Davis, "Nelson's Old Place'' and "Bur-
russ' "and is known as the "Warren Lipscomb's Old Place", 
and contains one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more 
or less. Therefore, from the description of the "vVarren 
Lipscomb Tract'' given in the aforesaid deeds referred to· 
- in the deed of James Hargrove and R. H. Bland, the uncon-
tradictorv evidence from the deeds show that '' vVarren: 
Lipscomb Tract'' is bounded by the tract of land known as 
"Dillards" or "Burrusses '' (Dillard's and Burruss' being 
the same tract), the ''Old Nelson Tract'', and the lands of 
Nellie E. Harris, and corresponds with the survey and plat 
inade by G. L. Evans, certified surveyor, on September 15, 
]931, and February 2, 1932. It further appears from t~e 
evidence of G. L. Evans, surveyor, that said points designated 
on his plat, namely a cedar stob and pine in the line adjoin-
ing '' Dillards and Nelsons'' were based on the Processioners' 
reports of 1885, ·and the plats of record of adjoining land 
owners. And it further appears from the survey of G. L. 
Evans that the tract of land now claimed by the plaintiffs 
in error contains one hundred sixty-seven and five-tenths 
(J 67.5) acres, which is a difference of three and five-tenths 
(3.5) acres from the survey made by Edmund Littlepage, 
surveyor in 1854, sevcnty-eig·ht. (78) years prior to the sur-
vey made by G. L. Evans. Therefore, counsel for the plain-
tiffs in error respectfully submits that the documentary evi-
dence of the plaintiffs in error is sufficient to support the 
verdict of the jury, which was.for the plaintiffs in error. 
TH:liJ EVIDENCE OF THE DEFENDANTS IN ERROR 
. DOES NOT SHOW THAT TilE VERDICT OF 
- THE JUR.Y IS PLAINlr.Y CONTRARY -
TO THE EVIDENCE. 
It appears from the deed of .Albert Edwards to Nellie E. 
Edwards dated l\f.arch 29, 1900, that Albert Edwards con-
veyed t~ Nellie E. Edwards the following tracts of land·: 
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''.All that certain tract or parcel of land lying in King 
William County, Virginia, on the l~ft hand side of the main 
county road leading· fron1 Lanesville to King William Court 
House and adjoining the lands of J. R. Lewis' estate, William 
Luckhard et als, and contains two hundred and twelve ( 212) 
acres, mor~ or less, being the place on which the parties 
hereto now reside and lmown as the" Old Parks Davis Home-
si.ead." · 
This is the tract of land now owned by Nellie E. Harris, 
which adjoins the land of James Hargrove and R. H. Bland. 
The other tract of land conveyed by Albert Edwards to 
Nellie E. Edwards which appears in the same deed as the 
above mentioned tract is described as follows: 
''Also another tract of land lying on the same side of the 
road and adjoining the first mentioned piece, Smith Davis, 
Nelson's Old Place, and Bnrrusses as is known as ''Warren 
Lipscomb's Old Place'' and contains one hundred and sixty-
four (164) acres, more or less.'' 
This last mentioned tract of land is tHe tract of land owned 
and claimed by Ja1nes HargTove and R. H. Bland. It will 
bE: observed by reading the deed from Albert Edwards to 
Nellie E. Harris that no reference is made in said deed to 
any other deeds, and the description of the two tracts of land 
which he conveved to Nellie E. Edwards are as above set · 
forth. That Nellie E. Edwards in this action is claiming a 
Southern portion of the tract of land owned by James Har-
grove and R. H. Bland, and the said Southern portion which 
she claims and is in controversy in this suit, contains by actual 
survey made by L. D. Robinson, surveyor, fifty-one (51) 
acres ; that to support her contention she introduced the 
deed of B. T. Lipscomb to Albert Edwards which describes· 
two tracts of land conveyed by B. T. Lipscomb to Albert Ed-
wards as follows : 
''All that piece or parcel of land which was owned by the 
late Parks B. Davis, and conveyed by Parks B. Davis, and 
Sarah B. ·Davis to B. T. Lipscomb as per deed recorded in 
the Clerk's Office of County Court of King William in Deed 
Book 1881 .... 188 .... and containing one hundred and 
forty-five acres lying· on the public road leading from King 
William Court House to Lanesville adjoining the lands of 
J. R. Lewis, William Luckhard, Warren Lipscomb and others, 
said tract lying partly on South and partly on North side 
of the Estate of Warren Lipscomb. And the said B. T. Lips-
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comb doth grant also another tract on the aforesaid con-
sideration, containing sixty-seven (67) acres lying on afore-
said public road and adjoining the lands of Warren Lips-
comb, it being the same tract of land which was conveyed 
to the said B. T. Lipscomb by deed duly accorded, execl!ted 
by Sarah B. Davis, both tracts or parcels of land amounting 
to two hundred and twelve acres, together with the appur-
tenances thereto belonging or in any wise appertaining.'' 
Counsel for the plaintiffs in error desires to call the Court's 
attention to the fact that the deed from B. T. Lipscomb to 
.Albert Edwards is not referred to in the deed from Albert 
Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards and is not made a part of said 
deed, and that the said Nellie E. Harris is trying to rely on 
a certain description of One Hundred and forty-five (145) 
acres which was conveyed by B. T. Lipscomb to Albert Ed-
wards, which describes the one hundred and forty-five (145) 
.acres as lying partly on the South and partly on the North 
side of the estate of Warren Lipscomb. The plaintiffs in 
' error claim that the above description is vague and uncertain 
and is a Ir4srecital in the said deed, and whatever significance 
it may have, if any, cannot be read into the deed of Albert 
Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards, as no reference is made in 
the deed of .Albert Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards to the deed 
of B. T. Lipscomb to Albert Edwards. In the deed from 
.Albert Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards the following descrip-
tion is given, to-wit: 
''All that certain tract or parcel of land lying in King 
Willian1 County, Virginia, on the left hand side of the main 
county road leading from Lanesville to King William Court 
House and adjoins the lands of Dr. J. R. Lewis' estate, Wil-
liam Luckhard, et als, and contains two hundred and twelve 
(212) acres, .more or less, being the place on which the par-
ties thereto now reside and known as the ''Old Parks Davis 
Homestead.'' 
It clearly appears from the deed of Albert Edwards to 
Nellie E. Edwards that the tract of land conveyed to her is 
supposed to contain two hundred and twelve (212) acres, and 
was the "Old Parks Davis Homestead". 
That it is unreasonable to suppose that in the division of 
the real estate of the late Parks B. Davis, Sr., that the prop-
erty would have been so divided as to allot to his widow or 
children two pieces or lots of land entirely separated and 
detached, and it is reasonable to infer in this case and there 
is no documentary evidence to the contrary, that the Old 
--., 
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Parks Davis Homestead was allotted to the widow of Parks 
B. Davis, Sr. and that the Old Parks Davis Homestead .is not 
composed of two tracts of land entirely separated from each 
other. There is no deed of record to B. T. Lipscomb for the 
one hundred and forty-five (145} acres of land mentioned in 
his deed to Albert Edwards, but there are deeds of record 
from three of the children of Parks B. Davis, Sr. to Warren 
Lipscomb for the tract of land known as "vVarren Lipscomb 
Tract''. Therefore, whatever may be the description in the 
deed of B. T. Lipscomb to .Albert Edwards as to the one hun-
dred· and forty-five (145) acre tract of land, the said deed 
would not have priority over the deeds for the three tracts of 
land whic.h Warren Lipscomb purchased from the children 
of the late Parks B. Davis, Sr. 
Nellie E. Edwards testified that .Albert Edwards pointed 
out to her the boundary line between her land and that· of 
the "Warren Lipscomb Tract" and claimed that they built 
a fence on the line pointed out by .Albert Edwards at the joint 
expense of both of them, but it appears that Albert Edwards 
and Nellie E. Edwards lived together until 1923, at which 
time Nellie E. Ed,vards conveyed to .Albert Edwards the 
tract of land known as the "Warren Lipscomb Tract", and 
Albert Edwards did not keep the s.aid tract of land but six 
years before selling it to James Hargrove and R. H. Bland. 
In the case of Marshall v.· Jameson, 134 S. E. 575, Justice 
Prentis quotes as follows: 
''It is settled law in this state that the disclaimer of a free-
hold estate can only be made by deed, or in a court of record. 
In the case of disputed boundaries the parties may agree 
upon a line, by way of compromise, and if they take and hQld 
possession up to that line the requisite statutory period, the 
mere possession will, in time, ripen into title. But no mere 
parol agreement to establish a boundary and thus exclude 
from the operation of a deed land embraced therein can di-
vest, change, or affect the legal rights of the parties grow-
ing out of the deed itself. Fry v. Stowers, 98 Va. 417A 36 
S. E. 482; Suttle v. R .. F. db P. R. Co., 76 Va. 284, 286, ~87; 
Bradsha;u_r v. Booth, 105 S. E. 556. '' 
There was offered in evidence on behalf of the defendants 
in error a certain paper writing purporting to be a deed from 
Warren Lipscomb and !fartha Lipscomb, dated Aug11st 6, 
1883, whereby the said Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lips-
comb, his wife, granted and sold unto the 8aid Albert Ed-
·Wards, his heirs· and assigns a right of ·way of ingress and 
·egress over and across the lands of the said Warren Lips-
I • 
I 
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comb on the line between H. Dillard and the said Warren 
Lipscomb from a piece of land containing forty-five ( 45) 
acres, which is cut off.and detached from the main tract which 
the said Albert Edwards purchased from B. T. Lipscomb 
on the 23rd day of July, 1883. Counsel for the plaintiffs in 
error objected to the introduction of said deed or paper writ-
ing on the ground that the said deed was not recorded until 
after James Hargrove and · R. H. Bland had purchased the 
''Warren Lipscomb Tract'' of land from Albert, Edwards 
and was not recorded until after the institution of this ac--
tion, and for the further reason that the said deed had been 
withheld from record for the period of fifty-two (52) years 
·and that James Hargrove and R. H. Bland did not know of 
such a deed being in existence at the time they purchased 
the ''\Varren Lipscomb Tract'' from Albert Edwards, and 
that they are purchasers for value and without notice of 
the "Warren Liipscomb Tract" of land, and that any deed 
or contract in writing affecting the title of the said "Warren 
Lipscomb Tract'' which was not of record at the time James 
Hargrove and R.. H. Bland purchased the said ''Warren 
Lipscomb Tract" is void as to the said James Hargrove and 
·R. H. Bland and is not admissible in evidence in this ease 
under the statute of frauds in the Code of Virginia, Section 
#5194, etc. . 
It app~ars fro~ the evidence of W. P. Hall, surveyor, who 
.was· employed by N ellic E. Harris to survey the tract of land 
on which she now resides since the institution ~f this action, 
and according to the survey of W. P. Hall, Surveyor, there 
arc one hundred ninety-o~e and fifty-seven one-hundredths 
(1'91.57) acres i~ _the tract of land OJ! which N~llie E. Ed-
wards resides, exclusive of the fifty-one (51) acres of land 
In controve.r~y, and if she recovers the fifty-:one (51) acref:S 
in controversv, she will have two hundred and fortv-two and 
. fifty-seven ori~e-hundredths (242.57) acres when her"'deed only 
calls for two hundred and twelve (2i2) acres.· · 
Couns~l f~r the plaintiffs. in errpr contends that. t}le trial 
cou'rt ~rred jn admitting the said deed in evid~nce for ~he 
reasonR above stated, ~ut ass~1ming that th~ sai4 ¢teed is 
proper e\ridenee, the said deed does not c~ange the boundary 
lines or divest the plaintiffs i;n error of the title to the tract 
of land which. thev purchased from Albert ·Edwards known 
as· the· ''JiV:an·cn Lip8comb Tract" which is. described in the 
deed~jn the cJ-!ajn of title to the sai¢1 tract o{'la1;1d, an<} counf?el 
for the plaintiffs ;in error contends that the: delay in admit-
ting the said paper writing to record is a badge of fraud 
an~ ~~ould be considered ·by the co~rt with 3: great deal of 
fU~plCIOn. .. . 
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Counsel for the plaintiffs in error respectfully submits 
that after giving due credit to all of the evidence introduced 
on behalf of the defendants in error that it is not sufficient 
'to overcome the documentary evidence of the plaintiffs in 
error and that the verdict of the jury is supported by the 
evidence in this case, and that the trial court erred in setting 
aside the verdict of the jury and entering up judgment in 
favor of the defendants in error. 
ERROR NO. 2 ASSIGNED. 
The court erred in allowing the defendants to introduce in 
evidence a certain deed dated 1\.ugust 6, 1883, from Warren 
Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards, whereby 
the said "\Varren Lipscomb and l\lartha Lipscomb granted 
and sold unto the said Albert Edwards, his heirs and as-
signs a right of way of ingress and egress over and across 
the lands of Warren Lipscomb on the line between H. Dillard 
and said Warren Lipscomb from a certain tract of land con-
taining forty-five ( 45) acres which is cut off and detached 
from the main tract of land which the said Albert Edwards 
.purchased from B. T. Lipscomb on the 23rd day of July, 
1883, for the following reasons, to-wit: 
1 . .. Because the said deed was not recorded until after Har-
_y. eove and Bland had purchased the ''Warren Lipscomb 
~ ~..., Tract'' of land from Albert Edwards, and was not recorded 
~~~;until after the institution of these proceedings for the pur-
.,:_.,~~1}>of:le of establishing the true boundary lines between the 
,~·~~~ ... J 1~\(lds of the plaintiffs and defendants. . 
·~~~ 2. Because the said deed has been withheld from record 
~:'~for a p~riod of fifty-two (52) years, and that I;I~rgr?ve ~nd ~~cr.~.,_ Bland did not. know of such a deed or paper wr1tlng ~n extst-
- ~'fl~ ence at the tune they purchased the ''Warren Lipscomb. 
c..... 'rract'' from Albert Edwards. 
R Because Hargrove and Bland are purchasers for value 
and without notice of the "Wairren Lipscomb Tract'" of 
land, and that any deed or contract in writing affecting the 
title of the said "Warren Lipscomb Tract" which was not 
rl~corded at the time HargTove and Bland purchased the 
said "Warren Lipscomb Tract" from Albert Edwards is 
void as to said Hargrove and Bland and is not admissible 
evidence in this case under the statute of frauds in the Code 
of Virginia, Section No. 5194, which is as follows : · 
'• Contracts, deeds, etc., that are void as to creditors and 
purchasers unless recorded.-Every such contract in 'Writing, 
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and every deed conveying any such estate or term, and every 
deed of gift, or deed of trust, or mortgage conveying real 
estate or goods and chattels and every such bill of sale, or 
contract for the sale of goods and chattels, where the pos-
session is allowed to remain with the grantor, shall be void 
as to all purchasers for valuable consideration without notice 
not parties thereto and lien creditors, until and exce.pt from 
the time it is duly admitted to record in the county or cor-
poration wherein the property embraced in such contract, 
deed, or bill of sale may be, but the mere possession of real 
estate shall not of itself be notice to purchasers· thereof for 
value of any interest or estate therein of the person in pos-
session. A recordation under this section shall not affect 
the rights of a creditor acquired under section fifty-two hun-
dred and twenty-four." 
Counsel for the plaintiffs in error desires to call the court's 
attention to the second error assigned because he believes 
and so states, that the judgment of the trial court in setting 
aside the verdict of the jury and entering up judgment for 
the defendants in error, was based chiefly upon the paper 
writing purporting to be a deed from Warren Lipscomb and 
Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards dated ·.august 6, 1883. 
In addition to the reasons above given why the said paper 
w·riting should not have been admitted in evidence, counsel 
for the plaintiffs in error desires to call the Court's atten-
tion to the fact that the said paper writing referred to a 
tract of land containing forty-five ( 45) acres which is cut 
off and detached from the main tract of land which Albert 
Edwards purchased from B. T. Lipscomb without stating 
where the forty-five ( 45) acres is located with reference to 
th(! main tract of land which Albert Edwards purchased 
from R. T. Lipscomb; and for the further reason that the 
tract of land mentioned in the said deed of Warren Lipscomb 
and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards as being cut off 
and detached from the main tract of land which the said 
Albert Edwards purchased from B. T. Lipscomb is set out 
.in said deed as containing· forty-five ( 45) acres, when as a 
matter of fact the tract of land in controversy contains fifty-
one (51) aeres, therefore, it is not conclusive that the forty-
five ( 45) acres referred to in the said deed is the fifty-one 
(51) acres of land claimed by the plaintiffs in error which 
constitutes a part o.f the "Warren Lipscomb Tract", which 
contains one Hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
· less. Counsel ~or the plaintiffs in error desires further to 
call the Court's attention to the fact that the deeds in the 
chain of title to the tract of land claimed by the plaintiffs in 
--, 
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error are of prior date and superior dignity to the deed 
referred to in this assignment of error, and the description 
given in the deeds of the plaintiffs in error and the acreage 
mentioned in said deed are conclusive that the tract of land 
in controversy contains fifty-one (51) acres, constitutes a part 
of the ''Warren Lipreomb Tract'' and belongs to the plain-
tiffs in error. And counsel for the plaintiffs in error insists 
that the trial court erred in admitting the said deed of War-
·ren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards for 
the reasons above set forth and further contends that even 
thC:ugh the said paper writing is proper evidence, it is not 
sufficient to overcome the documentary evidence of the plain-
tiffs in error in this case. 
li'"'or the. foregoing reasons the petitioners pray that they 
rn.ay be granted a writ of error and stttpersedeas to the judg-
ment complained qf; that the record m~y be reviewed and 
the judgment reversed, and that final judgment may be en-
te~ed by this court in conformity with the verdict of the jury 
·in the trial court; and that their petition may be treated a~ 
'their brief, and your petitioners ~ill ever pray. 
JAMES HARGROVE, 
R. H. BLAND, 
By: J.'DOUGLAS MITCHELL, 
· · Their Attorney. 
J. DOUGLAS MITCHELL, . 
4-tt.o~:q.ey· for Plaintiffs in. Error. 
J, J. Doug~as Mitchel.l, an· attorney· at law, practicing in 
the Supreme C.ourt of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that 
in my opini()n the said decision and judg~ent complained 
'of should be review·ed and reversed by this honorable court. 
J. DOUGLAS MITCHELL. 
· I, Geo. E: Haw, attorney of record, who represented the-
defendants in the -trial court, do hereby acknowledge re~eipt 
of copy of the foregoing petition this -23rd day of October, 
1935. 
GEO. E. HAW; 
Attorney for Defendants in Error.· -. 
·Received or.t. 2H. 1 9H!1. 
M .. -B ... W A-~T.S, Cieri~. 
November 20, 1935. Writ of ·error and s"!per~edeas 
nwarded by this court. Bond $500.00. 
¥.-B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court of King William County: 
Pleas at the· Court House of the. County of King Wil-
liam, Virginia, before the Circuit Court of said County in 
an action wherein James Hargrove and R. H. Bland ·were 
plaintiffs and Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris de-
fendants. 
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: In the office of 
said Court September 11th, 1'933, came the plaintiffs and filed 
their notice of motion against the defendants, which motion 
is iri the fpllowing words and figures : 
NOTICE OF lVIOTION ],ILED BY PLAINTIFF. 
page 2 ~ 'Tirginia,-
In the Circuit Court of ICing William County: 
.James Hargrove and R. ·H. Bland 
v. 
Nellie I~va Harris and Randolph Harris, her husband. 
PETITION TO ESTABLISH BOlTNDARY LINE. 
To the Honorable J. Boyd Sears, Judge of the Circuit Court 
of King William County, Virginia. 
Your petitioners) ,James Hargrove and R. H. Bland re-
spPetfully .show. u~1to the Court : 
1. That your petitioners are possessed in fee_ simpl~ abso~ 
lute of a certain tract of land in West Point 1\fagisterial Dis-
trict, King William County, Virginia, situated on the pu'Qlic 
road leading from King William Court :S:ouse to Lanesville, . 
and adjoins the lands of Nellie Edwards, B. C. Garrett et als., 
and is known a:s the Lipscomb tract, containing 164 acre~, 
ntore or less,. and iR the same tract. of land conveyed by deed 
dated Deeember ·6, 1887, from H. I. L,ewis, Special Commis-
sioner, to Albert Edwards recorded in the Clerk's Office of the 
Circuit Court of l{ing William County in D. B. 8 at p. 243,- and 
afterwards conveyed by deed from Albert Edwards to Nellie 
E. Edwards and t11"11 conYeyed to Albert Edwards hy Nel1ie 
----. 
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E. Edwards by deed· dated April 25, 1923, and recorded in 
the said Clerk's Office in D. B. 38 at p. 212. Said land was 
conveyed to your petitioners from the said Albert Edwards 
by deed dated July 11,1929, and recorded in said Clerk's Office 
in D. B. 45, at p. 172. 
2. That the true boundarv lines of the said tract of land 
containing 164 acres and belonging to your petitioners are 
as follows: 
page 3 ~ Beginning at ·a cedar tree on the road leading 
from Whiteshop to L·anesville (this tree being the 
corner between the land owned by your petitioners and the 
property of the defendant); thence down said· road 1,780 feet, 
more or less, to a pine (this pine being the corner between 
the property of your petitioners and that of B. C. Garrett's 
Estate known as Dillard's); thence S. 29 30' W. 490 feet to 
a \Vhite Oak Tree; thence S. 10 45' E. 375 feet to a cedar 
stob in a poplar stump; thence from this point down swamp 
a dista~ce of 4,550 feet more or l~ss, to the inters®tion of 
this swamp with H;;trrison's Cre~k, thence up Harrison Creek >V 
1,400 ft. more or less to a cedar stob (this line being the di-
viding line between this property and the property of B. C. 
Garrett's Estate known as Nelson's) thence N. 86 30' E. 532 
feet, more or less, to a cedar stob (this line is the dividing 
line between the property of your petitioners and the prop-
erty of the defendants as well as the following lines); thence 
N. 67 15' E. 686 feet, more or less to a cedar stob; thence 
N. 31 30' E. 170 feet, more or less, to a cedar stob; thence 
N. 7115' E·. 688.5 feet, more or less, to a cedar stob; thence 
N. 87 45' E. to the point of beginning . 
. .. A.nd that all of said true boundary lines are described 
mote particularly, as afore said, by a plat of a survey made 
, by G. L. Evans, Certified Surveyor, dated September 15th,. 
1931, with additions thereto of Feb. 2, 1932, which plat is 
herewith filed and to which reference is hereby made for a 
more particular description. . 
~. That the said Nellie Eva Harris and Randolph Harris 
claim to own a certain tract of land contained within the 
a.bove describ.ed boundary lines, and bounded as follows: 
Bounded on the east, south and west. by the properties of 
B. C. Garrett's Estate, kno,vn as D~llard 's and Nelson's, 
and· on the north by a wire fence, containing 45 acres, more 
ot· less. 
------, 
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4. That a dispute having arisen between the said defend-
ants and your petitioners as to the true location of the boun-
dary lines of the tract of land owned by your petitioners and 
that of the defendants, and they pray that they be allowed to 
file this petition in a{!cordance with Section 5490 of the Code 
Qf Virginia in Your Honor's Court ; that the Court may or-
der a survey of the lands of the petitioners and the defendants ; 
and that this Court will ascertain and designate the 
page 4 } true boundary of your petitioners' real estate . 
.And. your petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
.J. D. MITCHELL, p. Q. 
JAMES HARGROVE, 
R. H. BLAND . 
To Nellie Eva Harris and ·Randolph Harris: 
Y.ou are hereby notified that the foregoing petition will be 
filed in the Circuit Court of J{ing William County, Virginia, 
on the first day of the October Term, 1933, to-wit: October 
2, 1933, to have ascertained and designated by the said court 
the true boundary lines of the real estate belonging to us. 
Respectfully, 
JAMES HARGROVE, 
R. H. BLAND, 
By CounseL 
J. D. MITCHELL, p. q. 
. . 
See Copy of Plat filed. 
page 5} The defendants' answer and plea of estoppel to 
the plaintiffs' motion filed herein on the 17th day of 
.April, 1935, is in the following words and figures: 
. . . 
page 6 } Virginia~ 
In the Circuit Court of King William County. 
J an1es II argrove and R. H. Bland, Plaintiffs, 
1.7. 
Nelie Eva Harris and Randolph Harris, her husband, Defend-
ants. 
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ANSWER. 
--The defendant, N elie Eva Harris, and Randolph Harris, 
for answer to the petition of the plaintiffs, come and say: 
1. That they deny that the plaintiffs are the owners of, or 
possessed of the tract of 164 acres of land as claimed in the 
petition., 
2. That they deny that the true boundary lines of the lands 
of the plaintiffs are as set out in the petition in clause 2, and 
do especially deny that the line as therein asserted as the 
true boundary line between the lands of the plaintiffs and of 
these defendants is the true boundary line, and say that said 
line is not the true boundary line between the lands of the 
plaintiffs and the defendants. 
3. That they deny that the plaintiffs are with any claim of 
right asserting said boundary line, and say that the plain-
tiffs are actually contending . that their lands as conveyed to 
them have run short, and therefore they are trying to assert 
a claim to lands of the defendants. 
4. That the defendants are the owners of a· certain tract of 
land which was conveyed to Nelie Eva Edwards, now N elie 
Eva Harris by .... ~lbert Edwards on March 29, 1900, by deed re-
corded in the Clerk's Office of l{ing William in D. B. 17, P. 24 
and that their lands which were in that deed con-
page 7 ~ veyed and which ~djoin the lands claimed by the 
plaintiffs are describ_ed_on a plat made by L. D. 
Ro.binson, Surveyor, on October 31, 1931, which plat is here-
with filed as Exhibit A with the answer, and is to be-read and 
considered as a. part hereof, and on which plat~the true boun-
dary line between the lands of the plaintiffs and of these de-
fendants is as follows: 
''Commencing· at corner with lands of Garrett ~nd ~f Bland 
and Hargrove, at a stump oil the side of a ravine and running 
·3,124 feet in a straight line to a sycamore on the swamp._" . 
5. That the lands now claimed by the plaintiffs were con-
veyed to them by deed from .Albert Edwards and the· said Al-
bert Edwards in turn received said lands by deed from the· 
defendant, Nelie Eva Harris, formerly Nelie Eva Edwards, 
and during the same year in which said lands were conveyed 
to the said Albert Edwards, the said .Albert Edwards in the 
presence of the defendant, Nelie Eva Edwards and of L.· D. 
R9.Qin~pn, . County Surveyor who made the plat aforesaid, 
·~Tent upon the premises· and located the line of· boundary a::5 
shown by the said L. D. Robinson on the plat aforesaid, which 
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line was then and there established between the said N elie Eva 
Edwards and .Albert Edwards as the true boundary line be-
tween their property aforesaid, and now represents the true 
boundary line between the lands of the defendants and the 
lands of the plaintiffs. · 
Wherefore the defendant prays judgment on this her an-
swer. 
HAW & HAW, P. d. 
NELlE EVA. HARRIS and 
RANDOPH HARRIS, 
By HA. W & HAW, their Attorney. 
See eopy of Plat filed. 
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In the Circuit Court of King. William County. ' : 
Bland and Hargrove 
'l). 
Harris. 
PLEA OF ESTOPPEL. 
This defendant comes and says that the plaintiffs are es-
topped from claiming· as the boundary between the lands of 
the plaintiffs and defendants, the line as alleged in their no-
tice, because the predecessor in title to said plaintiffs, namely 
Alhert Ed,vards, after he had acquired the Warren Lipscomb 
tract from N elie E·. Edwards and prior to his conveyance 
thereof to the plaintiffs: fixed and established the boundary 
line behveen the Warren Lipscomb tract, owned by the plain-
tiffs, and the lands owned by the defendant, lmown as the 
45 acre tract, said line so established, ''commencing at a cor-
ner with the lands of Garrett and of Bland and Hargrove 
(then Albert Edwards), at a stump on the side of a ravine 
and running 3,124 feet in a straight line to sycamore on the 
swamp'' (all of 'vhich is set out in the answer of the def~nd­
ant and on the plat of said line therewith filed), that there-. 
upon the said Albert Edwards built a fence along said line 
and thereafter until he conveyed said Warren Lipscomb tract 
to the plaintiffs recognized said line and abided bv same as 
the boundary line, in 'vhich. the defendant acquiesced ; and be-
fore selling· said .Warren Iipscomb tract to the p1aintiffs 
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pointed out said line to them and stated that the lands of the 
defendant lay on the other side of said fence; 
Wherefore the defendant says the plaintiffs are estopped to 
claim against the line so established by their prede-
page 9 ~ cessor in title, and prays judgment on this her plea: 
And this she is ready to verify. 
NELLIE E. HARRlS, 
By HAW and HAW, Her Attorney. 
HAW & HAW, p. d. 
Subscribed and sworn to by N elie E. Harris, before me in 
my Office in King William Ooupty, Virginia, this 17th day of 
April1935. 
B. C. GAR.RETT, Jr., 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of l{ing William County, Virginia. 
page 10 ~ At a Circuit Court continued by adjournment 
and held for the County of IGng William, Virginia, 
at the Court House thereof on the 17th day of April, 1935, the 
following order is entered to-wit: 
James Hargrove & R. H. Bland 
'lJ. 
Nelie E. Harris &. Randolph Harris. 
This day came the plaintiffs by the attorney, and also came 
the defendant by the attorney. And the defendant filed their 
answer and their plea of estoppel and issue were joined, and 
thereupon came a jury of nine jurors, to-wit: IJ. C. Roberts, 
W. D. s,veet, Jr., B. L. Atkins, C. R. Billups, Puller Pollard, 
T. C. Dunn, Thos. E. Commins, H. B. Townsend, .and T. W. 
Atkins, who were sworn of and upon the premises, to speak 
and found free from all legal exception, and qualified to serve 
as jurors for the trial of this case. And thereupon the attor-
ney for the plaintiffs and defendants alternately struck from 
said list the names of two, to-wit: W. D. Sweet, Jr., and C. 
R. Billups, and the remaining- seven, to-wit: L. C. Roberts, 
B. L. Atkins, Puller Pollard, T. C. Dunn, Thos. E. Commins, 
H. B. Townsend and T. W. Atkins, were sworn of and upon 
the premises to speak, and after partly hearing the evidence 
of witnesses, the hour of adjournment having arrived, the 
jury is adjourned over until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock 
A.M. 
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.page 11 ~ · And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued by adjournment and held for 
the County of King William at the Court House· on the 18th 
day of ... t\.pril 1935. 
James ~argrove & R. H. Bland . 
v. 
N elie ID. Harris & Randolph Harris. 
This day came again the plaintiffs by their Attorney and 
the defendants _by their attorney, and also came the Jury ad-
journed over from yesterday, and after further hearing the 
evidence of witnesses the hour of adjournment having arrived 
the Jury is adjourned over until Saturday morning April 
20th, 1935, at 10 o'clock A. M. 
page 12 } And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued by adjournment and held for 
the County of King William at the Court House on the 20th 
day of April 1935. 
James Harg-rove & R. H. Bla.nd 
1.7. 
Nelie E. Harris & Randolph Harris. 
This day came again the plaintiffs and the· defendants by 
their attorneys, ·and also came the Jury adjourned over from 
... ~pril 18th, 1935, and after further hearing the evidence of 
witnesses, receiving their instructions from the Court and 
hearing the argument of counsel, retired to consider of their 
verdict, and after being out some time returned into Court 
having found the following verdict, to-wit: · ''We the jury 
upon the issues joined find that the true boundary line be-
tween the lands of Bland and Harg·rove and Nellie E. Harris, 
is the line on the plat of G. L. Evans, certified surveyor dated 
February 2nd 1932, filed with the· petition of the plaintiff 
beginning at a cedar stob on the West side of the County 
road leading from King William Court House to Lanesville, 
and running· from this point S. 87°· 45' W. 1,042.5 feet to a ce-
dar stob, thence S. 70° 15' W. 688.5 feet to a cedar stob, 
thence 31 o 30' W. 170 feet to a cedar stoh, thence S. 67° 15' 
W. 686 feet to a cedar stob, thence S. 8fi 0 HO' W. 532 feet to 
.a cedar stob on Nictawana Swamp is the true boundary line 
between the lands of Bland and Hargrove and. N elie E. Har-
ris, and that N elie E. Harris, does not own any land on the 
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South side of this line adjoining the lands of Bland and Har-
grove, B. L. Atkins, Foreman.'' 
page 13 ~ :Thereupon the defendants moved the Court to 
set aside the verdict of the Jury and to enter 
judgment in favor of the defendants in conformity with the 
statute· in such cases provided for the following reasons, 
to-wit: 
!st ... Because the verdict is contrary to the law and the evi-
dence. 
2nd. Because ·the verdict is without evidence to support it 
.and is contrary to the evidence. 
3rd. Because of certain errors made by the Court in th~ 
trial of the case. 
4th. Because of the Court's action in giving a certain in-
struction for the plaintiffs and refusing .certain instructions 
for the defendants. 
5th. Because the verdict of the Jury is not only erroneous 
but is not responsive to the issues in the case as the boundary 
line found by the jury was not in dispute, and the remainder 
of the Jury's verdic.t is improper in a boundary line case. 
6th. Because the Court erred in refusing to strike the evi-
dence of the plaintiffs. 
Which motion the Gonrt takes ·time to consider. 
page 14 ~ And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued by adjournment and held for 
the County of King William at the Court House .on the 25 
·day of April 1935. 
James Har~Tove & R. H. Bland 
'1). 
N elie E. Harris & Randolph Harris. 
This day came again the plaintiffs by their attorney and 
also came the defendants by their attorney, and the Court 
proceeded to hear the argument of counsel to set aside . the 
verdict of the jury, rendered in bel1alf of the plaintiffs in this 
case on April 20th 1935, and the Court after hearing argu-
ment of counsel doth set aside the verdict of the jury as con-
tr~ry to ·the law and evjdence, and as against the evidence,. 
and in conformity with the motion of the defendants doth pro-
ceed to to enter up judgment in their favor, and. therenp9n 
adjudge that the true boundary line between the lands of the 
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plaintiffs and the defendants, is a straight line commencing 
at a stump on the side of a ravine in the Garrett line, and 
· running thence westerly 3,124 ft, to a sycamore .to the Nicta-
wana swamp, 'vhich line is laid down on a plat made by L. D. 
Robinson, Surveyor, dated October 13th 1931, and filed with 
the answer of the defendants, to which action of the Court 
the plaintiffs ex-cepted._ It is furtlier ordered that the de-
fendants recover of the plaintiffs, their costs in this behalf 
expended. 
It is further· ordered that a copy of this order together 
with the plat made by L. D. Robinson, Surveyor, dated Octo. 
13, 1931, be recorded in the current Deed Book in ·the clerk's 
oftice of this County, and indexed in the names of all the par-
ties hereto. . 
The Attorney for tl1e plaintiffs indicating to the Cour.t that 
they desire to apply for a writ of error or su,persedeas, from 
the. Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, the Court doth 
suspend the operation of the judgment hereby entered for a 
period of ninety days from the date hereof, in or-
page 15} der that the plaintiffs may apply to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia for said writ of er-
ror. 
page 16 ~ Virginia, 
In the Circuit Court of King· William County: 
R. II. Bland and ,James Hargrove 
v. 
lVlrs. N cllie E. Harris, Randolph Harris. 
To: Georg:e E. Haw, Attorney for Mrs. Nellie E. Ifards and 
R-andolph · IIarris: 
Notice is hereby given that on June 20th, 1935, at King 
vVilliam Court House at 10:00 A.M. or as soon thereafter as 
I rnay be heard, on behalf of the plaintiffs, R. H. Bland, and 
James Hargrove, I shall tender certificates of exceptions and 
certificates of the evidence to the Honorable J. Boyd Sears, 
Judg·e of the Circ.uit Court of King William County, for sig-
nature by him; and you are further notified that I shall on 
June 21st, 1935, apply to the Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
King \Villiam County for a transcrip of the record in the 
ah(nre styled case pending in the Circuit Court of King Wil-
Iia.m County in order that the said R. H. Bland and James 
H.argrove n1ay prep~re their application for a writ of error 
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Counsel for R. H. Bland and James Hargrove. 
Receipt of the above notice is acknowledged this 17th day 
of June 1935. 
GEO. E. HAW, 
Counsel for Mrs. Nellie E. Harris 
and Randolph Harris. 
page 17 ~ And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court held for the County of King William 
at the Court House on the 20th day of June 1935. · 
James Hargrove and R. H. Bland 
v. 
Nellie E. Harris and Randolph Harris. 
~('his day came the plaintiffs and defendants by their at:.. 
torneys pursuant to notice and by consent of all parties the 
matter of taking up the exceptions of the plaintiffs is con· 
tinned to June 22nd, 1935. 
page 18 ~ And at another day~ to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court held for the County of King William 
at the· Court House on the 22nd day of June 1935. 
James Hargrove and R. H. Bland 
v. . 
NeJlie E. Harris and Randolph Harris. 
This day came the plaintiffs and defendants by their at-
torneys and the plaintiffs tendered to the Court their certifi-
cate of Exceptions Nos.. 1, 2, and .3 respectively, and re-
quested the Court to sign same which said certificates the 
court doth sign and the same are made a part of the record 
in this case. · 
'l1he Plaintiffs' Bills of Exceptions are in the following 
'vords . and figures : 
J am~s· H~J;g;roy~,,.et al.~_ y. ·Nellie E .. Harris~ et al 35 
C~R.TlFICATE NO.1. 
page 19 } Virginia, 
In the Circuit Court of King William County: 
James Hargrove and R. H. Bland 
't'. 
Nellie E. Harris, ,and Randolph Harris, her husb~nd. 
.. ~ I certify that the following evidence on behalf of the plain-
tiffs and defendants respectfully is all of the evidence that was 
introdu-ced· on the -trial of the case : 
· The plaintiffs introduced in evidence on behalf of the 
plaintiffs, the following deeds, plats and processsioners books 
as follows: 
DEED FROM DR. ALBERT EDWARDS TO JAMES HAR-
GROVE AND R. H. BLAND, RECORDED IN THE 
CLERK'S OE'FICE OF THE CLERK'S OF~ 
FICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF 
KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIR-
page 20 } Gil\'lA, IN DEED BOOK· NO. 45, 
PAGE 172. 
THIS DEED, Made this 11th day of tTuly, 1929, between 
ALBERT EDVvARDS, of the County of King William, Va., ' 
party of the first part, and JAMES HARGROVE and R. H. 
Bland, of the same County and State, parties of the second 
part. · 
WITNESSETH: That for and in consideration of the 
sum <Jf FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS. ($500.00), and other 
.good and valuable considerations, cash in hand paid, the said 
Albert Edwards, party of the first pa-vt, does ·grant· and con-
vey said James Hargrove and R. H. Bland, parties of the 
second vart, with GENER,AL WARRANTY, the following de-
seril)ed real estate, to-wit: · 
All that cer.tain tract of land, lying in the West Point Dis-
trict: in the County of King Wm. in the State of Virginia, sit-
uated on the public road from· King Wm. C. H. to Lanesville, 
adjoining the lands of said N elie E. Edwards, B. C. Garrett, 
et als, and known as the. Lipscomb tract, containing 164 acreBt 
more or less, and is the same tract of land conveyed by deed 
dated Dec. 6, 1887, from H. L. Lewis, Special Comm.'r to AI-
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be~t Edwards, recorded D. B. 8, p. 243 and a:ftenvards con-. 
veyed by Albert Edwards ·to N elie E. Edwards, D. B. . ... p. 
. . . . . Being same land conveyed to party of first part by 
deed from N elie E. Edwards, dated April 25, 1923,. recorded 
~fay 9, 1923, in clerk's office of King Wm. Co. D. B. 38, p. 
212.· 
The party of the . first part reserves any and all personal 
property that he may have on the above described real es-
tate, With the right to enter upon said real estate and re-
move said personal property at such time as may be rea-
sonable. 
The said party of the first part covenants, that he ha~So 
right to convey the said real csta·te to the grantees; that he 
has done no act to encumber the said real estate; that the 
grantees shall have quiet possession of the said real es•tate, 
free from all encumbrances, and that he, the said party of the 
first part will execute such further assurance of 
page 21 ~ the said real estate as may be requisHe. 
Witness the following signature and seal. 
ALBERT EDWARDS (Seal) 
State of Virginia, . 
County of King William, to-wit: 
I, B. C. Garrett, Jr., Clerk Circuit Court for the County 
aforesaid, in the State of Virginia, do certify that Albert 
Edwards, whose name is signed to the foregoing writing, 
bearing date on ~the 11th day of July, 1929, has ackno-\Vledged 
the same before me in my County aforesaid. 
Given under my hand this 12th day of July, 1929. 
B. C. GARRETT, JR., Clerk. 
Virginia: In the Circuit Court Clerk's Office of King Wil-
liam County. July 27, 1929.' 
This deed was pres~ntcd and together with certificate an-
nexed, admitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, JR., Clerk. 
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DEED FROM NELLIE E. EDW .ARDS TO DR. AJ;BERT 
EDWARDS, RECORDED IN THE CLERK'S OF-
FICE OF THE CLERK'S OFFICE OF THE CIR-
CUIT COURT OF lUNG WILLIAM 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, IN DEED BOOK 
page 22 ~ NO. #38, PAGE 212. 
This Deed, Made this 25th day of April, 1923, between 
N elie E. Edwards, of King William Co., Va., party of ·the 
first part, and Albert Edwards, of the said County, party of 
second part. Witnesseth: Tha,t in consideration of ten dol-
lars and other valuable consideration, the said party of the 
:first part doth grant unto the said party of .the second part, 
tbc following property: 
All that certain tract of land, lying in the West Point 
District, in the County of l{ing Wm., in the State of Vir-
ginia, situated on ·the public road from King V\Tm. C. H., to 
Lanesville, adjoining the lands of said Nelie E. Edwards, B. 
C. Garrett, et als., and known as the Lipscomb tract, con-
taining 164 acres more or less, ·and the same tract of. land 
conveyed by deed dated Dec. 6, 1887 from H. I. Lewis, Special 
Commr., to Albevt Edwards, recorded in D. B. 8, p. 243, and 
afterwards conveyed by deed from Albert Edwards, to Nelle 
E. Edwards D. B. page . · 
It is convenanted however that this deed for the said 164 
acres is suhject to the contract for sale of standing timber 
1nade by the said Nelie E·. Edwards, with Henrico Lumber 
Co., whereby the said N elie E. Edwards has sold to HenriGO 
Lumber Co., all the standing timber upon said tract of land 
hereby conveyed, said contract dated Dec. 31, 1921. 
It is further convenanted that in consideration of the 
premises the personal property upon the home place of the 
said N elie E. Edwards in said County shall be divided as fol-
lows: 
Albert Edwards to have as his property 2 horses, old cow 
and 2 heifers (Mrs. N elie E. Edwards retaining 
page 23 ~ two cows called Judy & Katie) wagon & buggy, I 
motor wheel, farming implements, except 2 old 
plows & corn planter, one set of old bed room furniture, stove 
in room of Albert Edwards, building lll3Jterial, tools, lathes, 
locks, hinges, paints, barbed wire, nails Moulding, & old lum-
ber, said last named personal property from building ma-
terial &c., being at the home of the said grantor, one new 
cut off saw & engine. Said old bed room furniture now in 
room of Albert Edwards. The said N elie E. Edwards To 
have and hold of the said personal property the said two cows, 
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named Judy & Katie, all household furniture except said old 
bed room set, one old engine and cut off saw, 2 old plows & 
corn planter. The said old set of household furniture to 
include Bureau and wash stand. 
It is convenanted and agreed that the said personal prop:.. 
ertv transferred to the said Albert Edwards shall be re-
moved by him from the premises of the said N elie E. Ed-. 
wards as soon as possible. 
Witness the following signature and seal. 
NELlE E. EDWARDS (Seal) 0 
Virginia, 
County of King Wm. to-wit: 
I, Herbe!tt I. Lewis, a Notary Public for the said County of 
·King Wm., in the State of Virginia, do certify that Nelie E. 
Edwards, whose name is signed to the foregoing writing 
dated April 25, 1923, personally appeared before me in my 
said County and acknowledged the same to be her act and 
dood 0 
Given m1der my hand this 25th day of April, 1923. 
Term Exp. May 20, 1926. 
HERBERT I. LEWIS, 
Notary Public. 
Virginia: In the Circuit Court Clerk's Office 9f King William 
County. May 9th 1923. 
page 24 ~ This Deed was presented with $1.00 U. S. Rev. 
Stamp duly cancelled, and together with the certi-
ficate annexed, admitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, Clerk. 
DEED FROM DR. ALBERT EDWARDS TO NELLIE E. 
EDWARDS, RECORDED IN THE CLERK'S OF-
FICE OF THE CLERK'S OFFICE OF THE 
CIRCUIT COURT OF KING WILLIAM 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, IN DEED 
page 25 ~ BOOK NO. 17, PAGE 24. 
THIS DEED, 1\{ade this 29th day of March, 1900, be-
twen Dr. Albert Edwards, of the County of King William, 
State of Va., of the first pant, and N elie Eva Edwards, wife 
of the said Dr. Albert Edwards, of King William County 
Virginia, of the second part. 
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WITNI1JSSETH: That in consideration of the sum of $5.00, 
and natural love and affection, the said Dr. Edwards has 
for his said wife, Nelie Eva, the said Dr. Albert Edwards 
party of the first part, doth grant unto the said N elie Eva 
E.dwards, party of the second part, with GENERAL WAR-
RANTY, all that certain tract or parcel of land lying In 
King William County Virginia, on the left hand side of the 
main County road leading from Lanesville to King William 
Court House and~·adj.o~ning the lands of Dr. J. R. Lewis's Es-
tate, 'Villiam Lukhards and others and containing 212 acres, 
more or less, being .the place· on wlii:ch th~ p.arties h~reto ·now 
reside and known as the Old Park Davis homestead. ·Also 
an other tract of land lying on the same side of road and 
adjoining the first mentioned piece, .Smith Davis, Nelson's 
old place, and Burrusses is known as Warren Lipscomb's old 
place, and containing 164 acres. more· or less, together with 
the improvements, and appurtenances therein and thereunto 
belonging.-Also all of my personal property of whatever 
description, I n.ow or may have consisting of household and · 
Kitchen furniture, Farming Utensils, horses, cattle, hogs, 
buggies, carts, wagons, etc., books, jewelry, guns, etc., and 
all other personal property of every kind. I now own. The 
said .Dr. Albert Edwards, covenant that he has 
page 26 ~ the right to convey said land and property to the 
grantee ; that he has done no act to encumber the 
said land and property; that .the grantee shall have quiet pos-
session of the said land and property; free from all encum-
brances and that he the said party of· the first part will exe-
cute such further assurances of the said land and prop·er.ty 
as may be requisite. · 
Witness the following signature and seal. 
DR. ALBERT EDWARDS (Seal) 
State of Virginia, 
County of ·King \Villiam, to-wit: 
I, T. H. Edwards, A· Com. in Chancery for the Circuit 
Court of King William County, for the County aforesaid, 
In the State of Virginia, do certify that Dr. Albert Edwards, 
whose name is signed to the foregoing writing, bearing date 
on the 29th day of March, 1900, has acknowledged the same 
before me in by county aforesaid. 
Giyen under my·hand this 29th day of March 1900. 
T. H. EDWARDS, 
Com. in Chancery for Circuit Court of 
King Wm. Co. Va. 
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King William County, to-wit: 
In the office the Clerk of the County Court the 7th day 
of April 1900. This Deed was presented duly stamped and 
with the Certificate annexed, admitted to record at 9 0 'clock 
A.M. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, Clerk. 
DEED FROM H. I. LE\VTS, SPECIAL COMMISSIONER, 
TO. DR. ALBERT EDWARDS, RECORDED IN 
THE CLERK'S OFFICE OF THE CffiCUIT 
COURT OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA, IN DEED BOOK NO. 8, 
page 27 } PAGE 243. 
WHERE1AS, by a certain decretal order entered in the 
Chancery suit pending in the Circuit Court of King William 
County, under the Short Style of Neale et als. v. Lipscomb 
Admr. et als on the .... dav of ...... the sale of the land 
hereinafter described to Albert Edward'ro; by H. I. Lewis 
Commr. of said Court was confirmed, and Whereas by a cer-
tain other decretal order entered in said cause on the 23rd 
day of November 1887,. it was ordered that H. I. Le,vis, Spe-
cial Commissioner, upon the payment by .Albert Edwards of 
·the sum of five-hundred and seventy-two dollars twenty-five 
cents, the said sum being· balance of purchase money due by 
said Albert Edwards, should execute and. deliver to Albert 
Edwards a deed of conveyance for the land in the bill and 
proceedings mentioned, and Whereas the said Albert Ed-
wards has paid to H. I. Lewis the said sum due as aforesaid. 
Now Therefore This Deed made and entered into this 6th 
day of December 1887, between H. I. Lewis, Commr. as afore-
said party of the first part and Albert Edwards, party of 
the second part. Witnesseth that pursuant to the aforesaid 
decretal order entered in the said cause of Neale et als. v. 
Lipscomb admr., et als on the 23rd day of November 1887 as 
well as in consideration of the sum of five-hundred and sev-
enty-two ·dollars twenty-five cents paid ·as aforesaid, as 
well as in consideration of the sum of one hundred and sev-
enty-five dollars paid at date of sale. The said H. I. Lewis 
Special Commr. as aforesaid doth grant with spe-
page 28 ~ cial warranty unto Albert Edwards that certain 
piece or parcel of land lying in the County of King 
William situated on the public road leading from l{ing Wil-
liam C. H. to Lanesville, bounded by the lands of Albert Ed-
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wards, F. Dillard and others, containing 164 acres, and is 
the same land of ·which the late Warren Lipscomb died seized 
and possessed, together with the appurtenances thereto be-
longing or in any wise appertaining .to have and to hold the 
same to him and his heirs forever. 
Given under my hand and seal this day and year last above 
written to-"rit the 6th day of December 1887. 
H. I. LEWIS, Special Commr. (S~al) 
.State of Virginia 
County of King William to-wit: 
This day personally appeared before me William C. Dil-
lard a justice of the peace in and for the County and State 
aforesaid. H. I. Lewis whose name is signed to the fore-
going deed dated the 6th day of December 1887 and ac-
knowledged the same in my said County. . 
Given under my hand this 6th day of December 1887. 
W. C. DIJ;LARD, Justice of Peace. 
VirQ:inia 
In King William County Court Clerk's Office February 15, 
1890. 
This deed was this day received in the Office and together 
with the annexed certificate. admitted to record. 
Teste: 
J. C. JOHNSON Clerk. 
DEED FROM B. T. LIPSCOMB TO DR. ALBERT ED-
WARDS, RECORDED IN T'HE CLERK'S OF-
FICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF 
l{ING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIR-
page 29 ~ GINIA, IN DEED BOOK NO. 
8, PAGE 241. 
TillS DEED, Made the 23rd day of Ju1y in the year 1883, 
between B. T. Lipscomb party of the first part and Albert 
Edwards party of the second part. 
WITNESSETH: That in consideration of the sum of nine 
hundred dollars payable to the said B. T. Lipscomb, by the 
party of the second part as follows to-wit: One hundred 
dollars cash in hand paid the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
knowledged and the balance payable on or before January 
1st, 1884, for the payment of which a bond is given by the 
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said Albert Edwards payable as above, the said B. T. Lips-
comb doth grant unto ·the said Albert Edwards with gen-
eral warranty all that piece or parcel of land which was 
o""D.ed by the late Parks B. Davis, and conveyed by Parks 
B. Davis, and Sarah B. Davis to B. T. Lipscomb as per deed 
recorded in Clerk's Office of County Court of King William 
in Deed book 1881 . . . 188. . . and containing one hundred and 
forty-five acres lying on the public ·road leading from King 
William C. H. to Lanesville adjoining ·the lands of J. R. 
Lewis, William Lukhard, Warren Lipscomb and others, said 
tract lying partly on South and partly on North side of the 
Estate of Warren Lipscomb. And the said B. T. Lipscomb 
doth grant also another •tract on the aforesaid consideration, 
c·ontaining sixty-seven .acres lying aforesaid public road and 
adjoining the hinds of warren Lipscomb, it being the same 
tract of land which was conveyed to the sa.id B. T. Lipscomb 
by deed duly aceorded, executed by Sarah B. Davis, both 
tract or parcels of land amounting to two hundred and twelve 
· acres, together with the appurtenances thereto be-
page 80 ~ longing or in any wise appurtaining. But it is fur-
ther more agreed between the parties to this writ-
ing, that the said B. T. Lipscomb retains a lien of the afore-
said laud for faithful payment by the said Albert Edwards, 
of the balance of purchase price •thereof and upon the pay-
ment of the said Albert Edwards, of the balance as aforesaid, 
and an endorsement opposite thi~ deed in the deed book, then 
the said .Albert Edwards is to have and hold the said· premi-
ses to him and to his heirs forever. 
And the said party of the first part warrants generally 
the title to said property. 
Witness the follo·wing signature and seal. 
B. T. LIP.SCOMB (Seal) 
King William County, to-wit: 
I, 0. I\f. Winston a Commissioner in Chancery for the 
County Court of. King William do certify th.at B. T. Lipscomb 
whose name is signed to the above Deed bearing date on the 
23rd of July 1883, has this day acknowledged the same be-
fore me in my County aforesaid. 
Given under my hand .this 6th day of August 188R 
0. M. WINSTON, 
Commr. in Chancery King William County Court. 
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In-King William County Court Clerk's Office. ·August 23rd, 
1883. 
This Deed was produced and together With the certifieate 
of acknowledgment annexed admitted to record. · · 
Teste: 
0. M. WINSTON Clerk. 
page 31 } In King William County Court Clerk's Office Feb-
ruary 15th, 1890. 
This Deed was this day received and having been hereto-
fore recorded as evidence by ~ertificate hereto annexed and 
the record thereof destroyed, is agai~ admitted to record. 
Teste: 
J. C. JOHNSON, Clerk. 
DEED FROM T. C. BENNETT AND MALINDA BENNETT 
TO 'V ARREN LIPSCOMB THE PHOTOSTAT COPY 
OF THIS DEED WILL BE FOUND IN OLD DEED 
BOOK 16, PART 2, PAGE 417, THIS COPY 
IS MADE FROM THE ORIGINAL DEED 
WHICH WAS PRODUCED AN 
page 32 } USED AS EVIDENCE IN THE 
TRIAL OF THIS CASE. 
TillS DEED, -lVI:ade this 17th day of October 1867, be-
tween Thadues C. Bennett and malinda BennPtt, his wife of 
the City of Richmnod, parties of the first part ·and Warren 
Lipscomb, of the County of King William Virginia, of the 
second part. 
WITN.E1SSETH: That in consideration of the sum of Fifty 
Dollars the said parties of the first do grant unto the said 
party of the second part with General Warranty. all that cer-
tain piece, parcel, or tract of land with all.the improvements 
thereon lying and being in the County of King William, con-
taiirlng sixty.;.seven acres more or less adjoining the lands of 
Parks B. Davis and Sarah B. Davis and S. Lucord on the 
main road leading from King William Court House to Lanes-
ville, distance from the Count House about four miles, and 
being the same land that was devised to the said Malinda 
Bennett by her father, Park Davis. 
By Division 
The said Thadues C. Bennett and Malinda Bennett, his 
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wife covenants that they have the right to convey the said land 
to the grantee, that they have done no act to encumber the 
said land, that the grantee shall have quiet possession of ·the 
said land from all encumbrances, and that the said parties 
of the first part, will execute such further assurance of the 
said land as may be requisi.te. 
Witness the following signature and seals. 
State of Virginia, 
THADUES C. BENNETT (Seal) 
MALINDA BENNETT (Seal) 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
page 33 ~ We J. W. Beveridge and Frances T. Isbell No-
tary public for the City of the aforesaid, in the 
State of Virginia do certify that Thadues C. Bennett whose 
name is signed to the 'vriting hereto annexed, bearing date 
on the 17th day of October 1867, has acknowledged the same 
before as in our City as aforesaid, and we do further certify 
th3Jt Malinda Bennett, the wife of Thadues C. Bennett whose 
name is likewise sig·ned to the said writing personally ap-
peared before us in our City aforesaid and being examined 
by us privately and apart from her husband and having the 
writing aforesaid fully explained to her. She the said Ma-
linda Bennett, acknowledged the said writing to be her act 
and declared there, she had willingly executed the same and 
does not wish to retract it. 
Given under our hands this .18th day October 1867. 
J. W. BEVERIDGE, Notary Public. 
FRANCIS T. ISBELL, Notary Public. 
In King William County Court Clerk's Office 5th November 
1867. 
This deed was produced, duly stamped and together with 
the Certificates of acknowledgment and · private . examina-
tion of the female covert annexed, admitted to record. 
Teste: 
WILLIAM D. POLLARD, Clerk. 
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DEED FROM PARKS B. DAVIS TO WARREN LIPS-
COMB THE PHOTOSTAT COPY OF THIS DEED 
'\tVIIJL BE •FOUND IN OLD DEED BOOK 16, 
PART 2, PAGE 577, THIS COPY IS 
MADE FROM THE ORIGINAL DEED 
page 34 ~ WHICH WAS PRODUCED .A.N 
. USED AS· EVIDENCE IN 
THE TRIAL OF THE 
CASE. 
··THIS DEED, Made this 27th day of February, 1869, be-
tween Parks. B. Davis of the County of King William and 
State of Virginia of the one part and Warren Lipscomb, of 
said County and State of the other part. 
WITN}i1SSETH: That in consideration of the sum of two 
hundred dollars the said party of the first· part do grant unto 
the said party of the second part with General Warranty 
all that certain piece, parcel, or .tract of land With all the im:-
provements thereon containing thirty acres more or less ad-
joining the land of B. C. Nelson and Henry Alexander on 
the main road leading from King William Court Honse to 
Lanesville and being the same land that was devised !to the 
said Parks B. Davis by his father Parks Davis. 
By Division 
The said Parks B. Davis covenants that he has the right 
to convey the said land to the grantee ; that he has done no 
act to encumber the said land; that the gurantee shall have 
quiet possession of the said land free from all encumbrances, 
and that the said party of the first part will execute such fur-
ther assurance of the said land as may be requisite. 
In witness whereof the said Parks B. Davis hath hereto 
set his hand and seal this day and year above written. 
PARK B. DAVIS (Seal) 
Virginia: 
In King William County C~urt Clerk's Office. February 
27th, 1869. . 
page 35 ~ This deed was produced, duly stamped acknowl-
edged and adm1tted to record. 
Teste: 
\iVILLIAM D. POLLARD, Clerk. 
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DEED FROM STRAUGHAN AND SARAH LUCI{HARD 
TO HENRY ALEXANDER RECORDED IN THE 
CLERK'S OFFICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT 
OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIR-
page 36 ~ GINIA, IN OLD DEED BOOK NO. 
16, PART 2, PAGE 466. THIS 
BEING A PHOTOSTAT 
COPY OF THE 
RECORD. 
His wife of the one part ............................... . 
Part, all of the County of l(ing ......................... . 
That for and in consideration of ...................... . 
and Thirty four dollars and fifty ....................... . 
to be paid on the 1st day of January ..................... . 
thereof to be paid on the first day of ................... . 
the remaining thi).-d thereof to be paid, ................... . 
January 1871, and each of said payments .............. . 
interest from the date of this deed, and .... ~ .............. . 
indebtedness is further evidenced by ·three ...... .' ....... . 
or bonds of the said Henrv Alexander to the said. ~ ....... . 
H. Lukhard, each for the "'sum of Seventy ................ . 
and sixteen and two-thirds cents, bearing even date with this 
deed .................................................. . 
payable as above Specified, they the Straughan ............ . 
Luckhard and Sarah F. his wife do hereby g·ive ......... . 
Bargain and sell and Convey unto the said H ............ . 
Alexander, all that certain tract or parcel of land ......... . 
was allotted to the Said Sarah F. Luckhard whose ....... . 
Sarah F. Davis, in the division of real Estate .......... . 
late Parks B. Davis, father of the said Sarah F .......... . 
which is designated as Lot No. 10 on the plat of .......... . 
division, made by Edmund Littlepage on the 25th ....... . 
day of November 1854, in pursuance of a decree of the 
County Court of IGng William pronounced on the 28 ..... . 
day of Aug-ust 1854, in a friendly Suit in Chancery ....... . 
in Said Court under the Style of Robert P. Davis ........ . 
and others against Sarah B. Davis and others .......... . 
and which Said lot contains by said Survey. 
page 37 ~ Sixty Seven. . . . ............................. . 
, acres and for particular description of Said 
lan<l. . . . ............. _ ............................... . 
reference is hereby made to the Said plat and division on ... . 
file among the papers in Said friendly SuLt. 
The Said Straughan H. Lukard for himself and his said 
wife Covenants to warrant generally the said land and premi-
ses here by Conveyed. 
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Witness the following Signatures and Seals. 
Virginia, 
S. H. LUKH.ARD 
SAliiJE F. LUKHARD 
King William County, To-wit: 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
We, C. J. Hill and J. A. Littlepage, Justices of the peace, 
in and for .the County aforesaid, in the State of Virginia, 
do certify that S. . ............................ _ ........ . 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... , ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
DEED FROM W. D. POLLARD TO WARREN LIPSC01YIB 
THE PHOTOSTAT COPY OF THIS DEED WILL BE 
FOUND IN OLD DEED BOOK NO. 16, PART 2, 
PAGE 467, T·HIS COPY IS MADE 'FROM 
THE ORIGINAL DEED WHICH WAS 
PRODUCED AND USED AS EVI-
page 38 ~ DENCE IN THE TRIAL OF THE 
. CASE. 
WHER.EAS, on the tenth day of January, 1868, · Henry 
Alexander, and Rose A. Alexander, his wife did my their cer-
tain deed, convey to W. D. Pollard, a certain tract, piece, or 
parcel of land known as Lot No. 10, in the division and plat 
of the real estate of the late Parks B. Davis, deceased, con-
taining sixty-seven acres. Interest to secure to Straughan 
ll. Lukhard, the payment of these several bonds, each bear-
ing date on the said tenth of January, 1868, and for the sum 
of seventy-eight dollars and sixteen and two-thirds cents, 
payable respectively ·on the first days of January 1869 and 
1870, and the said William D. Pollard, trustee, to. proceed to 
advertise and make sale of the said tract of land, as by the 
statute in such cases is provided, and the said William D. 
Pollard hav.ing so advertised, by posting notices of such 
·sale at the front door of King William C. H., and many other 
public places in the Counties of King William & King & 
Queen, did expose to public sale at King William C. H. On 
Monday, the 24th day of January, 1870, in accordance with 
said advertisement, the said piece or tract of land, at which 
sale the same was knocked out to Warren Lipscomb for the 
sum of one hundred and fifty-five dollars, that being the high-
est bid made thereof. 
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THEREFORE, this deed made and entered into this 24th 
day of January, 1870, between William D. Pollard, trustee, 
as aforesaid~ of the one part ~nd the said Warren Lipscomb 
. of· the other part. 
·WITNESSETH.: That for and in consideration of the 
premises, as well as for the said sum of one hundred ·and fifty-
five dollars, to him in hand paid by the said Warren Lips-
comb, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowl-
page 39 t edged, he the said William D. Pollard, does hereby 
·grant, bargain, sell and convey unto him, the said 
Warren Lipscomb the aforementioned tra<!t or parcel of ·land, 
containing sixty-seven acres, more or less, and which· was 
conveyed by Straughan H. Lukhard and Sarah F., his wife 
to the said Henry Alexander by their deed dated the tenth 
day of January, 1868, and which is duly recorded in the 
Clerk's Office of King William County Court. And the said 
William D. Pollard, hereby covenants to warrant specially 
the said property hereby conveyed. · 
Witness the· following signature and seal. 
W. D. POLLARD (Seal) 
January 1st, 1870. 
Received of W. D. Pollard trustee one hundred and forty-
one dollars and seventy-five cents, balance in full of sale 
mentioned iii the foregoing deed, after deducting commission 
on sale and stamp for deed and Auctioneers fee. 
S. H. LUKHARD 
In King William County Court Clerk's Office. February 
1st, 1870. · 
This deed and receipt were produced, duly stamped, ac-
knowledged by W. D. Pollard & S. H. Lukhard and admitted 
to record. 
Teste: 
0. M. WINSTON, Deputy Clerk. 
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DEED OF SARA B. DAVIS PARTY OF THE ·FIRST 
PART TO B. T. LIPSCOMB, PARTY OF THE 
SECOND PART, RECORDED IN THE CLERK'S 
OFFICE OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA COPIES FROM PHO-
TEST ACT COPY IN BOOK 18, 
page 40 ~ PART 2, P. 503. 
This indenture made this twenty eight day of July in the 
-year of our Lord Eighteen Hundred and Eighty between 
Sarah B. Davis, of the one part and B. T. Lipscomb of the 
other par.t, both of the County of King~ William and State of 
Virginia. Witnesseth for and in consideration of the sum 
of One Dollar to me in hand paid by the said B. T. Lips-
comb as well as the further consideration of the natural love 
and affection I have toward the said B. T. Lipscomb my 
Grandson. I have given granted and conveyed .......... ·. 
and these presents do give grant and convey ....... : . ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . to the said B. T. Lipscomb ................. . 
All that piece or parcel of land .......................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . of Albert Edwards and .................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . on the ]\.fain road leading from ............. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I(ing 'Villiam Court House containing ..... : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . more or less. In witness whereof ......... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Sara B. Davis hath hereunto set her ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . above wri,tten. 
s~ .......... . 
State of Virginia 
County of I<:ing William, to-wit: 
I, Edward Davis, a Notary Public for the Countv afore-
said in the State of Virginia do certify that Sara B. Davis, 
whose name is signed to the writing above bearing date on 
the 28th day of July 1880, has acknowledged the same be-
fore me in my County aforesaid. 
Given under my hand this 2oth day of August 1880. 
EDWARD DAVISN. P. 
page 41 ~ IN KING WILLIAM COUNTY CLERK'S OF-
FICE March 7, 1881, This deed was produced and 
together 'vith the certificat~ of a~knowledgment annexed ad-
:rrlltted to record. 
Teste: 
0. 1\f. WINSTON, Clerk. 
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DEED FROM LEVENIA GIB.SON AND HUSBAND TO 
. B. C. GARRETT, R.EQORDED IN THE CLERK'S 
OF~'\ICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF 
J{ING WILLIAJ."\1: COUNTY, VIRGINIA, 
IN DEED BOOK NO. 20, PAGE 
page 42 ~ 163. 
THIS DEED, Made this 15th day of December in the year 
1904, between Levenia Gibson (nee Dillard) and William Gib-
son her husband of the County of Hanover, State of Vir-
ginia, parties of the first part, and B. C. Garrett of the 
County of King William, State Virginia is party of the second 
part. 
WITNESSETH: That for and in consideration of the sum 
·of Five Hundred and Fifty Dollars (500.50) cash paid to 
the parties of the first part by the party of the second part, 
th~ receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by the gran-
tors, and for other good and valuable consideration, the re-
ceipt which is also acknowledged by the grantors; the said Le-
veJ;lia E. Gibson and William Gibson, doth by these pres-
ents,_ give, grant, bargain, and sell and convey unto: the 
said B. C. Garrett, with General Warranty all of that cer-
tain tract, piece or parrel of land situate, lying and being 
in West Point Magisterial District, :({ing William County, 
Virginia, containing Two Hundred and thirty-three (233) 
acres, be the same more or less, together with all the appur-
tenances thereto belonging. or in any-wise appertainivng, and 
known as '' Burrusses '', and being .the same land bequeathed 
to Levenia E. Gibson, by her father the late T. F. Dillard, 
by his last will and testament, duly probated in the County 
Court of Hanover County, Virginia, on the 21st day of De-
cember, 1888, and a cer.ti:fied copy of the said will was duly 
recorded in the Clerk's Office of King William County, Vir-
ginia, on the 19th day of November, 1904. The said tract of 
land his immediately on the public road leading from King 
William C. H. to Lanesville, Virginia and adjoins the lands 
of the estate of the late William C. Dillard, Mrs. Merchant, 
Dr. Albert Edwards and others. . 
The said IJevenia E. Gibson and William Gisson 
page 43 ~ her husband, covenant that they have the right to 
convey the ::;aid land to the grantee; that they have 
done no act to encumber the said land; that the grantee shall 
have quiet possession of the said land free from all encum-
brances; and that they the said parties of the first part will 
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execute such further assurance of the said deed as may be 
requisite. 
Witness the following signature and seals. 
State of Virginia, 
LEVENIA E. GIBSON 
WILLI AM GIBSON 
County of Hanov-er., to-wit-: 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
I, W. H. West a Justice if the Peace for the County afore-
:said, in the State of Virginia, so certify that Levenia E. 
Gibson and William Gibson_, her husband whose names are 
:signed to the foregoing writing bearing date on the 15th day 
()f December, 1904, have each acknowledged the same under 
my hand this 16th day of December, 1904. 
W. H. WEST, Justice Peace. 
My commission expires December .31st, 1907 .. 
King William County, to-wit: 
In the Clerk's office of the Circuit Court for the County 
.aforesaid, the 19th day of December, 1.904. · 
· This Deed was presented and together with the Certi:fi-. 
cate anna"{ed_, admitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, Clerk. 
See Copy of Plat of this Property filed. 
DEED FROM W. D. R.OUZIE AND KATE L. ROUZIE 
TO B. C. GARRETT, RECORDED IN THE 
CLER.K'S OFFICE OF THE CIRCUIT 
COURT OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY 
VIRGINIA, IN DEED BOOK NO. 24, 
page 44 } PAGE 135. 
TillS DEED, Made this 25th day of May in the year one 
thousand nine hundred and nine between W. D. Rouzie and 
Kate L. Rouzie, his wife of King William County, Virgina, 
parties of the first part and B. C. Garrett of the same County 
party of the second part. 
52 . Supreme ~Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
WITNESSETH: That is consideration of the sum of Ten 
Dollars (10.00), and other valuable considerations, paid or 
securecJ. to be paid the said W. D. Rouzie and Kate L. Rouzie, 
parties of the first part doth grant unto the said B. C. Gar-
rett party of the second part with General Warranty, all that 
certain tract, piece or parcel of land, containing by estima-
tion Three Hundred and T'venty (320) acres, be the same 
more or less situate, lying and being in West Point Magisterial 
District, King· William County, Virginia, and adjoining the 
lands of· Mrs. N. E. Edwards, Mrs. M. E. Mitchell, Mrs. E. T. 
Merchant and others and us the same tract of land conveyed 
toW. D. Rouzie by deed from Lelia A. Palmer, and husband 
of record in the Clerk's Office of King William County in 
D. B. No. 22, page 232 and described in said Deed as ''Forest 
Glenn". It is distinctly understood and agreed between the 
parties aforesaid that the conveyance made in this Deed is 
subject to Deed for the sale of the pine timber and the manu-
facturing and removal of same between W. D. Rouzie and 
wife. and Ellington and Guy, Incorporated, w:hich said Deed 
of conveyance of the pine timber and as aforesaid is duly 
recorded in the aforesaid Clerk's office in D. B. No. 24, page 
17. But all rights and ·privileges not embraced in the said 
last named deed to Ellington & Guy Inc. are hereby conveyed 
by this n~ed. ' 
The said W. D. Rouzie and Kate L. Rouzie covenant that 
they have the right to convey the said land to the gTantee 
that they have done no act to encumber the said 
page 45 ~ land except the deed to Ellington & Guy Inc; that 
the grantee shall have quiet possession of the said 
land, free from all encumbrances with the exceptions men-
tioned, and that they the said parties of the :fi.rst part, will 
execute such further assurance of the said land as may be 
requisite. 
Witness the following signatures and seals .. 
W. D. ROUZIE 
KATE L. ROUZ·IE 
State of Virginia 
County of King William, to-wit: 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
I, T. D. Moncure, a Notary Public for the County afore-
said in the State of Virginia, do certify that W. D. Ronzie 
and Kate L. Rouzie, whose names are signed to the foregoing 
writing, bearing date on the 25th day of May, 1909, have ac-
knowledged the same before me in my -County aforesaid. 
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Given under my hand this 25th day of M:ay, 1909. 
T. D. MONClJRE, Notary Public. 
My Commission expires February 28th, 1910. 
]{ing William County, tn-wit: 
In the Office of the Circuit Court Olerk the 3rd day of 
September, 1909, this deed was presented and with the Cer-
tificate annexed, admitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, Clerk. 
See Copy of Plat of this Property filed. 
page 46 } TAKEN FROM THE PROOESSIONERS RE-
PORT OF l{ING WILLIAM COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA, BOOK NO. 1, 
PAGE 194. 
Commenced Thomas F. Dillard's line on main road lead-
ing from Lanesville to Court House ~t pine corner to War-
ren Lipscomb's heir's line. Thence by marked trees to pop-
lar near spring Branch, a side line, thence down said branch 
to a fore & apt maple, in line with Dermany S. Kanks, and 
J\ticCune. Thence southerly by marked trees to old fence, 
corner stob not found. Thence westerly by marked trees to 
a large pine, corner with Dermany & Co. Thence north by 
marked trees to Nicatawana swamp. Thence down said 
swamp to ditch on ?Yirs. Haldman's line, up said ditch tq 
red oak corner David Mann and Mrs. Dillard's heirs line. 
Thence by marked trees to ditch. Thence by ditch to oak 
stump on main road. Thence up road to pine, the starting 
point. 
page 47 ~-TAKEN FRO~I THE PROCESSIONERS RE-
PORT OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY 
~ VIRGINIA, BOOK NO. 1, PAGE 
197. 
Commenced Dermany S. Kranks, McCune's line on branch 
at fore & ~pt maple on T. F. Dillard's line. Thence by 
marked trees southerly to corner at old fence, stob not found. 
Thence westerly by marked trees to large pine corner with 
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T. F. Dillard. Thence north by marked trees to Nicatawana 
swamp. Thence up said swamp to branch, dividing line be-
tween Dermany & Co. and Warren Lipscomb's heirs. Thence 
up said branch to fore & apt maple, the starting point. 
page 48 ~TAKEN :FROM THE PROCESSIONERS RE-
PORT OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIR-
GINIA, BOO!( NO. 1, PAGES 230 
AND 234. 
A~ EDWARDS. 
Begin at cedar on Lanesville road, then between W arreu 
Lipscomb and A. Edward's to an ash on Nicatowain swamp. 
Then up swamp to ash corner to William Luckhard.. Then 
along lane between A. Edwards and Wm. Luckhard to cedar 
at mouth of lane. Then down road to pine Cor. J. R. Lewis. 
Then between Lewis & Edwards to gum corner same. Then 
between same to cedar· corner to same. Then down road to 
beginning. 
WARREN LIPSCOl\fB. 
Beginning at pine on Lanesville road & District line. 
Then up road to cedar, corner A. Edwards. Then between 
same to ash on Nicatowain swamp. 
page 49 ~ Virginia, 
In tlie Circuit Court of King William County : 
James Hargrove, R. H. Bland, Complainants, 
v. 
Nellie E. Harris, Randolph E. Harris, Defendants. 
DEPOSITION. 
The deposition of James Hargrove taken before me Louis 
Anderson, a notary public for the County of King William, 
iJJ. the State of Virginia, by agreement of all parties, at his 
l1ome on the 17th day of April, 1935, to be read in evidence in 
a certain cause pending in the Circuit Court of King William 
County, Virginia, under the style of James Hargrove and R. 
H. Bland v. Nellie E. Harris and Randolph E. Harris. 
Present: J. D. l-fitchell, Esq., For complainants; Geo. 
E. Haw, Esq., For Defendants. 
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page 50 ~ JAMES HARGROVE, 
. a witness of lawful age, after being duly sworn, 
deposes and says: 
lQ. State if you are one of the plaintiffs in this action. 
A. ·Yes. 
2Q. State if, the lines to the tract of land containing 164 
acres which you and Mr. Bland purchased from Dr . .Albert 
Edwards were pointed out to you before you purchased the 
property. . 
.A. We started on the property one evening and a cloud 
came up and we did not g·et around the lines, but he told us 
that the land joined Mrs. Edwards, and joined the Nelson 
tract on the Nictawana Swamp and up the swamp and joined 
Boroughs and Garretts tract. 
3Q. Were you and Mr. Bland present at the time that Dr. 
Edwards made this statement? 
A. Yes, we were together. 
4Q. Did you and Mr. Bland at the time walk around the lines 
to ascertain where the lines were? 
A. No. 
5Q. Did Dr. Edwards state to you how much land was con-
tained in the tract of land? 
.A. 164 acres. 
6Q. State if Dr. Albert Edwards at any time after you 
and Mr. B!!Uld had purchased the land showed you any lines 
with reference to the property. 
A. Yes, he showed us the line down on the swamp. 
7Q. When was it that Mrs. Edwards made claim to a 
part of the land which you claim to have purchased from 
Dr. Edwards Y 
A. I don't know e:x:actlv but it was more than one and a 
half years afterwards, and she came to see if I wanted to 
buy the land I told her that I had land enough, and she was 
talking about a piece back on the corner by Nictawana Swamp. 
SQ. Did Dr. Edwards sometime after you and Mr. Bland 
had purchased the land show you a wire fence 
page 51 ~ which he claimed to be the line between your land 
and that of Mrs. Harris. 
A. Yes, down on the swamp and t.he line down between us. 
9Q. Did you cut any timber on the piece of land in contro-
versy? 
A. We cut some ties, but never any pine timber up where 
the ties were. 
lOQ. 'Will you point out on the map and'Iet the notary 
make a mark where you and Mr. Bland were upon the prop-
erty before you purchased it from Dr. Albert Edwards, 
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when Dr~ Edwards, described the property to you and Mr. 
BlandY , 
A. We started in at a wire fence, marked "x" and went 
along until we came to a spring marked "x" and from that 
. point to top of a hill and then he pointed out the line to Nic-
tawana Swamp and a line goes on down Nictawana Swamp 
and joins the lands of Nelson, Boroughs and Garretts. 
llQ. P-lease point out on the plat made by Mr. Evans 
where you cut some timber. 
A. ; I cut timber along up here in sight of house ·and then 
went down to Nictawana Swamp and cut timber. 
1_2Q~ What kind of timber did you cut Y 
A. I cut poplar, pine and ties. 
13Q. Do you know ho'v many times you cut f 
A. I think I cut some,vhere around 250 or 300 ties on 
·Mrs. Edwards property, the home place. 
14Q. Where did you cut the pine and poplar' 
A. I thought I cut it on my own land. 
15Q. Did you pay Mrs. Harris for any of the timber f 
A. Yes, I paid her for the ties cut on her place. 
16Q. What do you mean by her place Y 
A. ·Her home place. 
17Q. About how much poplar and gum did you cut on the 
tract of land in controversy Y 
, A. Yes, I cut some on the land in controversy, 
page 52 } but I don't know how mueh, I think I cut about 25 
or 30 cords on the land in controversy. J 
18Q. · _Did you cut any railroad ties on the land in c6ntro-
versy? 
A. I don't exactly remember, I think about 100 or 150. 
19Q. Did you pay Mrs. Harris for any of the railroad ties 
cut on the land in controversyY 
A. I did not. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. George E. Haw: . . 
lQ. Mr. Hargrove, wh~t did Dr. Edwards tell you about 
the two wire fences the day he showed you and Mr. Bland 
the placet · 
A. He told me there was one wir~ fence joining Mrs. 
Edwards and was the line between the:rn, and the line ·went 
down to Nictawana Swamp, and the land joined Nelsons, 
Boroughs, Garretts and Ni~taw.a~a Swl\mp. 
· 2Q. And he said the othe~ wire fence down by Nictawana 
. Swamp was also the line. 
A. A wire fence on Nictawana Swamp was the line. ' 
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3Q. Then he told you that the property was between two 
wire fences? 
A. Yes, he told me it was between the two wire fences and 
he told me that it joined Nelsons, Nictawana Swamp, Gar-
retts, Boroug·hs and Mrs. Edwards and came into the road. 
4Q. How· long 'vas it after you bought the place that he 
showed you the wire fence that cut off the 45 acres that be-
longed to 1\frs. Edwards? 
A. I can't exactly recall the time, but I think about a year 
before he died. 
5Q. Did he try to sell you that land for Mrs. Edwards· at 
that time? 
A. No, he never tried to sell it to me. 
6Q. Did Noland snake ties· off that property for 
page 53 ~ you? 
A. Yes, Westly Noland, I think. 
7Q. Did you raise any objection or were you surprised 
when Dr. Edwards told you about the land that Mrs. Edwards 
had over there f 
A. No, I did not kno'v I had any land ove·r there. and was 
not surprised, I boug·ht 164 acres from Dr. Edwards and I 
paid him for that and he was a reliable man~ 
8Q. You never~ questioned the fact that Mrs. Edwards did 
own 45 acres on the other side of the wire fence when he told 
vou about it. · 
· .A. That was not between the wire fences it was on the 
other side. 
9Q. Then you did understand before you bought the prop-
erty that 1\frs. Edwards had property on both sides of the 
wire fence? 
.A. No, I never did understand anything like that for one 
year and a half afterwards he told us all the land between the 
fence and Nicawana Sw~mp belonged to Mrs. Edwards, but 
we bought 164 acres of land. 
10Q. He did tell you that the land you were buying was 
between the two wire fences? 
A. Yes, on the swamp and between 1\frs. Edwards, that is 
what he told me. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
!3Y ~Ir~ ~Iitchell: 
1Q. Didn't Dr. Albert E.dwards tell you that the land. that 
~1e was selling you and 1\Ir. Bland was between the wire fences 
on the North side of the tract of land which he sold you 
and Mr. Bland and the other 'vire fence which he showed you 
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and Mr. Bland about one year and a half afterwards 7 
· A. No, sir, he never showed us the wire fencer 
page 54 t and told us .the land went to the swamp and joined 
Nelsons, Boroughs and Garretts . 
.And further this deponent saith not. 
Virginia, 
County of IGng William, to-wit: 
The foregoing deposition was drily taken, subscribed and 
sworn to before me at the time, place and purpose set out 
in the caption hereof. 
Given under my hand this 17th day of April, 1935. 
LOUISE ANDERSON, 
Notary Publk. 
My commission expires Feb. 23, 1936. 
page 55 ~ G. L. EVANS, 
a witness for the plaintiff,· testified as follows: 
That he resides in West Point, l{irtg William County, Vir-
ginia, that he is the· county surveyor of King Willian1 County 
and that he received his certificate from the State of Virginia 
in July 1927, and has been surveying in King William and 
adjoining counties since that date. That in September 1931, 
he was asked by Messrs. James Hargrove and R. H. Bland 
to survey and to establish the boundary lines of a tract of 
land known as the ''Warren Lipscomb Tract", which was 
purchased by Hargrove and Bland from Albert Edwards by 
deed dated July 11, 1929, and recorded in the Clerk's Office 
of King William County. That after reading the descrip-
tion in _the said deed and examining deeds in the chain of 
title and deeds and plats of the adjoining land owners, and' 
the Processioners' Books of 1885 in the Clerk's Office of King 
William County, he surveyed and made a plat of the said tract 
of land purchased by Hargrove and Bland from Albert Ed-
wards known as the "Warren Lipscomb Tract"; that the plat 
and survey filed with tl1e petition of Hargrove and Bland in 
this action was made by him (G. L. Evans). That in mak-
ing the· survey he started at a cedar tree on the main road 
leading from King William Court House to Lanesville and 
ran the line between the Warren Lipscomb Tract of land and 
the land of Mrs. Nelli~ E. Harris to Nictawana Swamp, this 
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line was along an old fence row; that the other lines that ap,.. 
pear on the plat filed with the petition of the plaintiffs were 
ascertained by the deeds in the chain of title and deeds and 
plats of adjacent land owners, to-wit: deed from Dr. Albert 
Edwards to Hargrove and Bland, Deed Book 45, page 1,72; 
deed from Nellie E. Edwards to Dr . .Albert Edwards, Deed 
Book 38, page 212 ; deed from Dr. Albert Edwards to Nellie 
E. Edwards, Deed Book 17, page 24; deed from 
page 56~ H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, to Dr. Albert 
Edwards, Deed Book 8, page 243; Deed from B. 
T. Lipscomb to Dr . .Albert Edwards, Deed Book 8, page 241; 
deed from T. C. Bennett· and Malinda Bennett to Warren 
Lipscomb, Old Deed Book 16, part 2, page 577 ; Deed from 
Straughan and Sarah Luckhard to Henry .Alexander, Old 
Deed Book 16, part 2, page 466; deed from Henry Alexander 
and wife toW. D. Pollard, Trustee, Old Deed Book 16, part 
2, page 467; deed from W. D. Pollard, Trustee, to Warren 
Lipscomb; deed from Levenia Gibson and husband to B. C. 
Garrett, Conveying the tract of land known as ''Boroughs'' 
or ., 'Dillards'' tract of land, Deed Book 20, page 163, plat 
to said land recorded in Deed Book· 21, page· 344; deed from 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . to B. C. Garrett, conveying the tract of land 
known as "Nelsons", deed for .said tract of land is recorded 
in Deed Book 24, page 135, and plat recorded in Deed Book 
24, page 314. • 
Processioners' Book of 1885 in the Clerk's Office of King 
William· County, Virginia, establishing lines of the lands of 
'' Dillar<1s'' recorded in Processioners' Book, page 194; Pro-
cessioners' Books of 1885 establishing the lines of Albert Ed-
.wards recorded in Processioners' Book Pages 230 and 234 
and establishing the lines of a tract of land known as '' N el-
sons" recorded in Processioners' Book, page 197. Accord .. 
ing to the survey made by the witness of the tract of land 
known as "Warren Lipscomb Tract" and claimed by Har-
grove and Bland, that the tract of land contains one hundred 
sixty-seven and five-tenths (167 5/10) acres .. That at the re-
quest of Mr. R. H. Bland, the witness surveyed three sides 
of the tract of land on which Mrs. Nellie E. Harris resides 
and referred to as the Old Park Davis Homestead, the fourth 
side being a swamp and the line· assumed to be straight; 
that according to the survey of this tract of land, it con-
tained about one hundred and ninety-five (195) acres. That 
the survey and acreage in the tract of land surveyed on which 
Mrs. Nellie Harris resides did not include any 
page 57 } part of the tract of land claimed by Hargrove and 
Bland. 
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ON CROSS EXAMINATION. 
The witness teRtified that there were no bearings or dis-
tances or monuments mentioned in th~ chain of title to the 
"Warren Lipscomb Tract" upon which to base a survey, 
unless the deeds of adjoining land owners and processioners, 
reports are considered bearing, distances and monuments in 
the c]lain of title to the Warren Lipscomb tract. That he 
based his survey upon the description of the Warren Lips-
comb tract in the deed to Hargrove and Bland upon the deeds 
referred to in the chain of title, and upon the deeds and 
plats of adjoining· tracts of land and the Processioners ~ 
Books of King William County. That as to whether or not 
the pine, cedar tree and other points referred to by the wit-
ness and de.sig'Ilated on his plat are the same points called for 
in the -Processioners' report, the witness stated that the pine 
and line adjoining '' Dillards '' and '' N·elsons'' were based 
on the plats of record of adjoining land owners and that the 
cedar tree referred to in his plat was marked and know~ to 
be the line tree by local persons. When asked the meaning 
of the two ravines n1arked in the Southwest corner of his 
plat, the witness testified that he marked the two ravines in 
his plat because he had been informed that there was no con-
troversy about the ravine running to the Southwest of the 
line, but there was a controversy about the ravine running 
west. Therefore, he decided to let both ravines appear upon 
the plat made by him for Hargrove and Bland which is filed 
with the petition of Hargrove and Bland in this action. That 
he and Mr. Bland did got to the home of Mrs. Edwards to 
have a talk with her about the controversy in-· 
page 58 ~ Yolving the lines but this was b~fore -the witness 
had completed his survey of the property and Mr. 
Bland offered to give her forty-five ( 45) acres of land as a 
compromise of the matter which she would not accept. 
On cross examination, 1\1r. G. L. Evans, admitted that not 
a mark, a course, or a distance, or any point of reference 
in the lines. of the plat were taken from or found in any 
recital in the title papers of the plaintiff. 
When asked about the two ravines marked on his plat and 
why he had ma·rked the ravine which runs from an oak on 
a wire fence southwardly, he stated that he was told that the 
wire fence was the line from the sw:amp up to the oak and 
from that point the line fqllowed the ravine, and for that rea-
son he marked the ravine on his plat. He also a<bnitted on 
cross-examination that he could not with absolute certainty 
identify any mark on the side lines of his plat as being the 
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identical marks referred to in the deeds of adjac·ent land-
owners or processioners report. 
He further admitted that there was no reference in the 
plaintiffs' title papers to the spring branch which he had 
drawn on his plat, as the southern boundary of the Warren 
Lipscomb tract. 
WILLIAM P. HALL, 
a witness for the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
That he resides in l{ing and Queen County, Virginia, and 
is a certified surveyor and has been surveying land in King 
·and Queen and the adjoining Counties for the past five or 
six years, that at the request of ~Irs. Nellie E .. Harris some-
time after the controversy arose about the boundary lines of 
her land, and that of Hargrove and Bland, he surveyed the 
tract of land on which ~irs. Nellie E. Harris resides and 
according to his survey the tract on which she now 
·page 59 ~ resides contains one hundred niney-one and fifty-
seven one-hundredths (191 57 /100) acres. 
H. H. RLAND. 
a witness for the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
That he and James Hargrove purchased a tract of land 
from Albert Edwards on July 11, 19·29, which deed is re-
corded in the Clerk's Office of King William County, Vir-
. ginia, in Deed Book 45, page 172. That before he purchased 
the tract of land he and Mr. fiargTove went upon the prop-
erty for the purpose of going over it, but a cloud came up 
that day and .A.lbert Edwards stated to him and Mr. Hargrove 
that the tract of land contained one hundred and sixty-four 
(164) acres and 'vas bounded by his (Edwards) land and 
the tracts of land known as ''Boroughs'', ''Nelsons'' and 
"Dillards"; that he only went a short distance on the prop-
erty and Albert Edwards pointed out to him a wire fence 
which was then erected as being the North boundary line to 
the property which he was then trying to sell him and Har-
g-rove, and this was the only wire fence which was pointed 
out to him and that he saw on that occasion, but Albert Ed-
wards said something· to him about there being another wire 
fence located somewhere on the property which he was try-
ing to sell the witness and Hargrove. The witness told Al-
bert Edwards that if the tract contained one hundred and 
sixty-four (164) acres and was bounded on. the North by the 
wire fence which was pointed out to him and on the South 
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by the lands of "Dillards' ', "Boroug·hs" and "Nelsons'·' 
that they 'vould buy the property. That about one year or 
one year and one-half afterwards the witness went upon the 
property and Albert Edwards showed him another wire fence 
on the Squth of the land which he had purchased 
page 60 ~ from .Albert Edwards, and stated to him that this 
is the line. The witness not knowing anything 
about the lines assun1ed what Albert Edwards said to him as 
being· correct, but after having cut some timber on the prop-
erty and !frs. Nellie E. Harris, the divorced wife of Albert Ed-
wards; ha,,.ing stated to him and Mr. Hargrove that they had 
cut over on her land, then the witness & !{r. Hargrove decided 
to get 1\tir. G. L. FJvans, a surveyor, to survey and establish 
the lines and after 1\tir. Evans made a survey of the prop-
erty, the witness ascertained that there was one hundred and 
sixty-seven and one-half (167lj2 ) acres in the tract of land 
as claimed by him and Mr. Hargrove and ~Irs. Harris claimed 
fifty-one (51) acres of that tract, which would reduce the 
acreage in the tract 'vhich he and Mr. Hargrove purchased 
.from Albert Edwards to about one hundred and sixteen (116)· 
acres. It was upon this information that we decided to 
bring this action to establish the boundary lines between the 
tract of l_and which they purchased from Albert Edw·ards 
known as "Warren Lipscomb Tract" containing one hundred 
' and sixty-four (164) acres, and the tract of land now owned 
by Nellie E. Harris and referred to in her deed as the "Old 
Park Davis Homestead". 
ON CROSS EXAMINATION. 
The witness testified that Albert Edwards· did not point 
out to him at the time he agreed to purchase the tract of land 
two wire fences that embraced the tract of land that Albert 
Edwards offered to sell him; that the witness went only a 
short distance on the property and only 9ne wire fence was 
pointed out to him and that is the wire fence which is on 
the North side of the property which the witness and Mr. 
Hargrove purchased from .Albert Edwards; that the witness 
did not know anything about the other 'vire fence 
page 61 ~ until about one year or one and one-half years 
after he had bought the property That .Albert 
Edwards told him and Mr. Hargrove that the land was 
bounded on the South by the lands of Boroughs, Nelsons and 
Dillards. That he told 1\tlrs. Harris after he had cut some 
timber which she claimed was over the line that if he and 
Mr. Hargrove had ·cut any timber over the line on her prop-
erty that they were willing to pay her for it. The witness 
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further denied that he Inade a statement at a former trial of 
the case that he purchased the tract of land as lying be-
tween two wire fences ; that he did not go around the prop-
erty and that he bought the property upon the acreage of 
containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres as stated 
to him bv Albert Edwards, and that the property was 
bounded by the lands of Boroughs, Nelsons, Dillards and by 
the wire fence that was pointed out to him by Albert Ed-
·wards on the North side. The witness claims that the true 
boundary line between the lands owned by him and Mr. Har-
grove and Mrs. Nellie Harris is the line designated ·on the 
IJlat made by G. L. Evans and filed with the petition in this 
action, "beginning at a cedar stob on the west side of the 
county road leading from King William ,Court House to· 
Lanesville and running from this point S. 87° 45' W. 1942.5 
feet to a cedar stob, thence S.. 71° 15' W. 688.5 feet to a cedar 
stob, thence S. 31 o 31' W. 170 feet to a cedar stob, thence S. 
67° 15' W. 686 feet to a cedar stob, thence S. 86° 30' W. 532 
feet to a cedar stob on Nicatawana Swamp" That before 
J\1r. G. L. Evans had completed his survey of the "Warren 
Lipscomb'' tract purchased by him and James Hargrove 
from Albert Edw·ards, that he (witness) and G. L. Evans went 
to the home of Mrs. Nellie E. Harris and after discussi:qg 
the matter with her offered to give her forty-five ( 45) acres 
on the south side of Bland and Hargrove's land as a com-
promise of the matter, but Mrs. Harris refused to accept the 
offer and then the witness decided to let Mr. 
page 62 ~ Evans complete his survey and after Mr. Evans 
had .completed his survey he, the witness ascer-
tained that there were only one hundred sixty-seven and five-
tenths (167.5) acres in the entire tract of land claimed by 
Hargrove and Bland and that 1\frs. Harris was claiming 
fifty-one (51) acres out of the one hundred and sixty-seven 
and five-tenths (167.5) acres, and that the witness and Mr. 
Hargrove decided to institute action for the purpose of es-
tablishing· the true boundary lines between their land and 
Mrs. Nellie E. Harris. 
TESTIMONY OF R. H. BLAND. 
On cross examination R. H. Bland admitted that Dr. Ed-
wards told him that the northern boundary of the Warren 
Lipscomb tract was the wire fence on the south of Mrs. Ed-
wards' tract, and that there was another wire fence which 
was a line down at the swamp, but that Dr. Edwards did not 
tell him how far the wire fence ran. 
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Mr. Ha'v asked Mr._ Bland the following question: 
''~[r. Bland is it not a fact that when you first testified in 
this case you stated that Dr. Edwa1·ds told you that the War-
ren Lipscomb tract was enclosed between two w~re fences, one 
on its north ~nd one on its south, and that Mrs. Edwards 
had 45 acres of land lying to the south of the southern wire 
fence.'' Mr. Bland denied that he had made such a statement. 
Mr. ·Haw then asked 1\lr. Bland the following question: · 
''Is it not a fact that after you had testified as above and 
when Court had adjourned for lunch, that I came up to you 
and said, 'Mr. Bland, I wish to congTatulate you. You are 
an honest man. You have 1:o1d the truth and you have lost 
your case'." To which Mr. Bland said, ''yes, yon made that 
statement to me.'' 
~~r. Haw then asl{ed ]\f r. Bland : 
"Is it not a fact that after lunch you were recalled to the 
stand by Counsel and at that time repudiated the statement 
which you had made before lunch as to the two wire fences, 
and which caused me to congratulate you upon being a truth-
ful man?'' 
!Ir. Bland in reply stated that he was recalled to the stand 
to explain what he-had said in the morning. 
page 63 ~ Mr. Haw then asked Mr. Bland: 
"Is it not a fact that after you had done this I stated to 
you, that this was the last time I would ever congratulate 
a witness before he had finished testifying.'' 
~Ir. Bland admitted this was correct. 
He also admitted that 'vhen he was told that they had cut 
over the line onto the 45 acres owned by Mrs. Edwards, he 
never questioned it because he understood that she had 45 
acres of land lying to the south of the Warren Lipscomb tract 
an_d ·for that reason they paid her for the wood cut from 
that land. 
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page 64 ~ The following evidence was introduced in be-
half of the defendants: 
MRS. NELLIE E. 1-:I.A.RRIS, 
a witness for the defendants, testified as follows: 
That she wa~ .formerly the wife of Albert Edwards from 
whom she was divorced. That her former husband, Albert 
Edwards, in July 1883 purchased two tracts _of land from B. 
T. Lipscomb which is recorded in the Clerk's Office of King 
William County, Virginia, one tract containing one hundred 
and forty-five (145) acres, and is described in the said deed 
as lying partly on the South and partly on the North side 
of the "Warren Lipscomb Tract"; the other tract contain_. 
ing sixty-seven (67) acres, adjoining the lands of vVarren 
Lipscomb. · . 
That on December 6, 1887, Albert Edwards purchased· a 
tract of land from H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, contain-
ing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres and is described in 
said deed as bounded by the lands of Albert Edwards, F. Dil-
lard et als and is the same land of which the late Warren 
Lipscomb died seized and possessed. The said deed is re-
corded in the Clerk's Office of King William County, Vir-
ginia. . . 
That on 'l\iarch 29, 1900, .Albert Edwards conveyed to N el-
lie E. Edwards, who is no'v Nellie E. Harris, all of that tract 
of land adjoining the lands of Dr. J. R .. Lewis' Estate, Wil-
Iianl Luckhard et als, containing two hundred and twelve 
(212) acres, more or less, being the- place on 'vhich Albert 
Edwards and Nellie E. Harris resided, · and known as the 
"Old Park Davis Homestead". Also another tract of land. 
lying on the same side of the said road and adjoining the 
first mentioned piece, Smith Davis, N elson'·s Old Place and 
Burruss, known as ''Warren Lipscomb's Old Homestead", 
Containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
less, which deed is recorded in the Clerk's Office of King 
William County, Virginia. . . 
page 65. ~· That by deed dated April 24, 1923, Nellie E! 
Edwards conveyed to Albert Edwards all that cer-
tain tract of land lying in West P<;>int District, adjoi11ing the 
lands ·of the said Nellie E. Edwards, B. 0.. Garrett et als, 
and known as the "Lipscomb Tract", containing one hun-
dred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or less, and is the 
same tract of land conveyed by deed dated December 6, 1887, 
from H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, to .Albert Edwards 
and afterwards conveyed by deed from Albert Edwards to 
Nellie .E. Edwards. 
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That sometime during the same year after she had con-
veyed the tract of land k11own_ as the ''Warren Lipscomb 
Tract", that .Albert Edwards established the boundary line 
between the ''Warren Lipscomb Tract'' and the land then 
o'vned by Nellie E. Edwards, who is now Nellie E. Harris, 
and that the line established by her former husband, Albert 
Edwards, is the line which appears on the plat of L. D. Robin-
son, surveyor, dated October 31, 1931, which· plat is filed as 
''Exhibit A'' with the answer of Nellie E. Harris in this ac-
tion and the said line is described as, 
''Commencing at corner with lands of Garrett and of Bland 
and Hargrove, at a stump on the side of a ravine and run-
ning 3,124 feet in a straight line to a sycamore on tho 
S"wamp. '' 
That a wire fence was built along the line· established by 
Albert Edwards and that Nellie E. Harris and Albert Ed-
wards recogTiized said line and abided by it until.A.lbert Ed-
wards conveyed the property to HargTove and Bland. That 
sometime before she conveyed the "Warren Lipscomb Tract'' 
to Albert Edwards, she had sold the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany some timber on this land, but did not sell the Henrico 
Lumber Company the timber on the t;ract of land containing 
forty-five ( 45) acre~ ·which she claims in this controversy. Al-
bert Edwards, Hughly Johnson and L. D. Robinson, Snrveyor, 
went upon the premises sometime during the same 
page 66 }- year after she had conveyed the ''Warren Lips-
comb Tract'' to Albert Edwards for the purpose 
of pointing out the lines to the Henrico Lumber Company to 
the piece of timber which it had purchased from Nellie E. 
Edwards, now Nellie E. Harris, and the lines were pointed 
out by .Albert Edwards. rrhat the line now claimed by her 
is the same line that ·was pointed out to the representative 
of the Henrico Lumber Company by Albert Edwards. That 
Hargrove and Bland cut timber over the line and that she 
talked with Mr. R. H. Bland about the matter, and that he 
admitted to her that he had cut over the line agreed to pay 
her for such timber as he had cut over the line. That later 
on 1\tir. G. L. Evans, Surveyor, came to her home and in-
formed her that he was going to make a survey of the "War-
ren Lipscomb Tract'' and she sent her husband Mr. Ran-
dolph Harris along with 1\fr. Evans for the purpose of mak-
ing the survey, then at a later date Mr. Evans came back and 
wanted to survey the property on which she resided, and 
she objected to his surveying the property, but Mr. Evans 
without her knowledge and consent did attempt 'to survey the 
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property on which she resided. That when she saw Mr .. 
JtJvans surveying her property she demanded him to stop 
surveying the property, that while Mr. Evans was making a 
survey of the ''Warren Lipscomb Tract", that she, the wit-
ness, talked with 1[r. Evans and Mr. Bland at her home and 
they told her that there was no question that the forty-five 
( 45) acres of land which she ·claimed was hers. That Bland 
and Hargrove while the controversy was going on as to the 
boundary line paid her for some of the ties cut over the line 
on her land and still owe her for 65 cords of pulp wood and 
200 railroad ties. · 1 
After the conveyance to Dr. Edwards she notified the Hen~ 
rico Lumber Company to cut the timber on the Warren Lips-
-comb tract, but not on the 45-acre tract, and requested Dr. 
Edwards to point out to the representatives of the Henrico 
Lumber Company the boundary line between these 
page 67} tracts. This was befor~ Dr. Edwards built the 
wire fence. Accordingly the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany sent Hughley Johnson and L. D. Robinson, Survey-
ors to locate the line, and thereupon these parties went with 
J)r. Edwards who.showed the line between the Warren Lips-
eomb tract and 45-acre tract. Thereafter Dr. Ed\vards built 
a wire fence along that line at the joint expense of himself 
and 1\Irs. Harris. 
~Irs. Harris further testified that Dr. Edwards told her 
before he bought the Warren Lipscomb tract that the deed 
fron1 Todd Lipscomb to him conveyed him also 45 acres of 
land lying to the south of the W {trren Lipscomb tract. That 
since it had no outlet to the main road, Warren Lipscomb 
had made a deed conveying him a right of way from the 45-
acre trac.t across the Warren Lipscomb tract to the main 
road. That he did not sav the deed was not recorded and 
she supposed it was recorded and that she knew nothing of 
his failure to record it until sl1e found the deed to the right 
of way among his papers, about the time this suit was 
brought. 
That she told Hargrove that the timber on the 45-acre 
tract wa.s not for sale and he said, ''For God's sake, keep it 
for me". That this statement was made when her husband, 
Mr. Harris, was present. 
That she heard }.{r. Bland testify at the first trial of the case 
and he then said that before he bought the Warren Lipscomb 
tract, Dr. Edwards told him that the Warren Lipscomb tract 
lay between the two wire. fences. · 
·At the conclusion of the evidence of this witness her coun-
sel offered in evidence a certain deed dated August 6, 1883, 
from Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Ed-
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wards whereby the said Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lips-
comb, his wife, g-ranted and sold unto the said Albert Ed-
wards his heirs and assigns, a. right of way of ingress and 
egress over and across the lands of the said Warren Lips-
comb on the line between H. Dillard and said Warren Lips-
comb from forty-five ( 45) acres which is cut off 
page 68 ~ and detached from the main tract which the said 
· Albert Edwards purchased from B. T. Lipscomb 
on the 23rd day of July, 1883. To the introduction of said 
deed counsel .for Bland and Harg-rove objected on the ground 
that the said deed 'vas not recorded until .after Bland and 
Hargrove had purchased the ''Warren Lipscomb Tract'' of 
land from Albert Ed·wards and was not recorded until after 
the institution of these proceedings for the purpose of estab-
lishing the true boundary lines between the lands of the plain-
tiffs and defendants. That the said deed had been withheld· 
from record for the period of fifty-two (52) years, and that 
Bland and Hargrove did not kno'v of such a deed being- in ex-
istence at the time they purchased the ''Warren Lipscomb 
Tract'' from Albert Edwards, and that they are purchasers 
for value and without notice of the ''Warren. Lipscomb Tract'' 
of land and that any ,deed or contract in writing affecting the 
title of the said ''Warren Lipseo1nb Tract',. "\\1'hich was not re-
corded at the time Bland and Hargrove purchased the said 
"Warren Lipscomb Tract" from Albert Edwards is void as to 
the said Bland Hargrove and is not admissible in evidence in 
this case under the statute of fraud in the Code of Virginia, 
Section 5194 etc. Notwithstanding the above stated objection 
to the introduction of the said deed, the Court allowed coun-
sel for Nellie E. Harris to introduce said deed in evidence 
in behalf of the defendants to which ruling of the Gourt 
counsel for Bland and Hargrove excepted and tendered .their 
bill of exception which is sig'lled and made a part of the rec-
ord in this .ca8e. 
Thereupon the witness was allowed to testify that she found 
the deed from Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb, his 
wife, to Albert Edwards in looking over some old papers in 
a trunk belonging to her former husband, Albert Edwards, 
sometime after the institution of these proceedings and had it 
recorded. That she did not know of such a . pa-
p age 69 ~ per being in existence until she found it sometime 
after the institution of these proceedings. The 
said deed from Warren Lipscomb to 1\fartha Lipscomb, his 
wife, to Albert Edwards is in the following words and fig-
ures to-wit: · 
1Vhereas, Albert Edwards by deed bearing date on the 23rd 
day of July 1883 purchased from B. T. Lips.comb two tracts 
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of land formally belon~ed to Parks B. Daivs containing about 
155 acres. And whereas forty-five acres of land is cut off 
and detached from the main tract and is surrounded by the 
lands of Warren Lipscomb, P. J. Dillard's Est., so there 
is no way to engress and egress· from said land except 
tbroug·h the lands of the said vVarren Lipscomb to the main 
~ounty road leading f1·om IGng William Court House to 
Lanesville and whereas the said Warren Lipscomb not ob-
jecting to the said Albert Edwards having at all times a right 
·of way through his land to the said tract of forty-five acres. 
Now therefore, this deed witnesseth that the said Warren 
Lipscomb and lVIartha his 'vife for and in consideration of 
the foregoing facts and circtunstances and in further consid-
eration of the sum of $5.00 to them in hand paid by the said 
A1bert Edwards in hand before the delivery of this deed; 
they the said Warren Lipscomb and ·Martha his Wife do 
hereby give, grant, bargain and sell unto the said Albert Ed-
wards his heirs and assigns '1a rig-ht of way of engress and 
egress at all times over and across the lands of the said 
\¥' arren Lipscomb on the line between H. Dillard and the 
said vVarren Lipscomb from the said 45 acres of land to the 
said main road at ...... The house 'of George Washington 
and the said Warren Lipscomb and wife ............ gener-
ally the right of 'vay herein conveyed. 
\\7itness the following signature and seals This 6th day 
of Auf,J"Ust, 1883. 
WARREN LIPSCOMB 
MARTHA LIPSCOMB 
page 70 ~ State of Virginia 
County of King William, to-wit: 
(Se.al) 
(Seal) 
We, Edward Davis, and William C. Nunn, Justices of the 
Peace for the County of King William in the State . of Vir-
ginia do certify that "\Varren Lipscomb whose name is 
signed to the writing a hove bearing date on the 23rd day 
of ,Tnly, 1883, has this day acknowledged the same before 
us in our County aforesaid and we further certify that Mar-
tha J. Lipscomb, the wife of the said Warren Lipscomb whose 
name is also sig'Iled to the said writing bearing date as afore-
said also personally appeared before us in our said County 
and being examined by us privately and apart from her said 
husband and having the said writing fully explained to her, 
she the said Martha J. I.~ipscomb acknowledged the said writ-
ing to be her act and deed and that she wished not to retract 
it. 
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Given under our hands this day of August 1883. 
\ 7irginia: 
EDvVARD D.A. VIS J. P_ 
W. C. NUNN J. P. 
In the Circuit Court Clerk's Office of King William Co. 
October 9th, 19Rl 
This Deed was presented and together with the certificate 
annexed admitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. G .A.RRETT, JR., Clerk. 
page 71 ~ On Cross-examination, the witness testified as 
follows: 
That in the deed from Albert Ed,varJs to her dated March 
29, 1900, and recorded in the Clerk's Office of King William 
County, Virginia, in: Deed Book 17, page 24, he conveyed to 
the two hundred and twelve (212) acres, more or less, being 
the place on which she and Albert Edwards then resided and 
known as the ''Old Park Davis Homestead", also another 
tract of land lying on the' same side of the road adjoining the 
first mentioned piece, Smith Davis, Nelsons' Old Place and 
Burruss, known as "Warren Lipscomb's Old Place" and 
containing one hundred and sixty-four (164) acres, more or 
less. That in the said deed from Albert Edwards to her there 
is no mention of the two hundred and twelve (212) acres as 
lying partly on the South and partly on the North side of the 
''Warren I1ipscomb Tract", but that the said two hundred and 
twelve (212) acres is referred to as the ''Old Park Davis 
Homestead". That the conveyance of the one hundred and 
sixty-four (164) acres of land, more or less, known as the 
''Warren Lipscomb Tract'' from her to Albert Edwards on 
April 25, 1923, was the outcome of a divorce proceeding insti-
tuted in the Circuit Court of l{ing "'\Villiam County. That she 
·was not present when Albert Edwards pointed out the lines 
to the representative of the Henrico Lumber Company as 
to the timber which she had sold the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany on her land prior to the time that she executed a deed 
to Albert :F1dwards on April 25, 1923, conveying to him the 
•'Warren Lipscomb Tract" of land, containing one hundred 
and sixty-four (164) acres, more or less. That the repre- . 
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sentative of the Hen-rico Lumber Company represented he is 
establishing the lines to the piece of land on which she sold 
it the timber. That Albert Edwards purchased the "Warren 
Lipscomb Tract'' after he married her but that she had not 
seen the deed from Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb 
to Albert Edwards whicn was executed on December 6, 1883, 
until she came across the paper in looking over 
page 72 ~ some old papers in the trunk of Albert Edwards her 
former husband, and that she did not discover the 
said deed until after a proceeding· had been filed ·by the plain-
tiffs to establish the boundary line between her land and that 
of the plaintiffs. 
That she objected to a survey of the property on which she 
resides being made by G. L. Evans, and that she afterwards 
employed Mr. William Hall, A surveyor from King and Queen 
County, to survey the home property, but never summoned 
or used him as a witness in the case. 
L. D. ROBINSON, 
a witness for the defendants, testified as follows : 
That he was formerly the county surveyor of King William 
County, Virginia, and still resides in King William County. 
That during the year 1924, he was requested by the Henrico 
Lumber Company to establish a line as to the timber which 
the Henrico Lumber Company had purchased from Mrs. N el-
lie E. Edwards, now Nellie E. Harris. That on this occasion 
A.lbert Edwards and Hughly Johnson met him· on the premi-
ses and Albert Edwards pointed. out to him the lines, that 
l1e did not make any survey on this occasion, but that he 
walked over the land with Albert Edwards and he remembers 
, that Albert Edwards showed him a swamp on the side of a 
ravine running to a Sycamore on the swamp. That he did not 
make any notes in 'vriting at the time as to the line that was 
pointed out to him by Albert Edwards. That he went back on 
the property about three or four years ago to make a survey 
and plat of the lines which were pointed out to him bv Albert 
Edw.ards in 1923 or 1924, that there was no one present the 
last time except Mr. Randolph Harris, the present husband 
of Nellie E. Harris. That he walked over the line several times 
before he located it, but feels quite certain that the 
page 73 } line which appears on his plat which was made on 
October 31, 1931 is the line which was pointed out 
to him by Albert Edwards in 1923 or 1924 when he went upon 
the premises to establish a line for the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany. 
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On Cross-examination, the witness te'Stified as follows: 
That he did not make any notes in writing as to the line 
which was pointed out to him by Albert Edwards in 1923 or 
1924, when he went upon the premises to establish a line for 
the Henrico Lumber Company 'vith reference to the timber 
which it purchased from 1\tirs. Nellie E. Edwards; now 1VI1 s. 
Nellie E. Harris That when he went to make a survey and 
plat of this l~ne for Mrs. Nellie E. I-Iarris on October 31, 1931, 
that he had· a little trouble in locating the line due to the fact 
that some timber near the line had been cut and he had to 
go through the laps, but after going over the line once or 
t.wiee he feels certain that he found the Sycamore and other 
points which were shown him by Albert Edwards in 1923 or 
1924. That he did not see the contract behveen 1\lfrs. Harris 
. and the Henrico Lumber Company and does not know what 
description 'vas given in the contract between Nellie E. Ed-
wards, now Nellie E. Harris, and the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany with reference to the timber purchased by the Henrico· 
Lumber C9mpany. All that he knows is the line that was 
pointed out to him by Albert Edwards as to the timber sold 
the Henrico Lumber Company. That he surveyed the pieces 
of land in dispute and it contains fifty-one (51) acres. 
page 74 ~ RANDOLPH HARRIS, 
another witness for the defendants, testified as fol-
lows: 
That he is one of the defendants in this action and is the 
present husband of Nellie E. Harris. That he was present 
when Messrs. R. H. Bland and G. L. Eyans, came to his home 
to see his wife Nellie IU. Harris about the lines and that both , 
of them said that there is no questio!). about my wife owning 
forty-five acres of land on the South of the land purchased 
by Bland and Harg·rove. That Hargrove had been to see Mrs. 
Harris about buying the timber on the forty five ( 45) acres 
of land and that Hargrove told him that Albert Edwards told 
him that the Warner Lipscomb tract lay between the two 
wire fences. That Hargrove cut timber over the line on the 
land of his wife, Mrs. Nellie E. Harris, and paid her for part 
of the timber cut over the line. That Hargrove . claimed the 
timber and land in the Southwest corner of the plat made 
by G. L. Evans, surveyor, and that the ravine running to the 
Southwest 'vas the line and not the ravi.ne running west. That 
Hargrove stated that Albert Edwards had shown him the wire 
fences which his wife, Nellie E. Harris, claims is the true 
boundary line and did not seem to express any surprise at 
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the line shown him by Albert Edwards. That he Mr. R. H. 
Bland testify at a former trial of the case that he bought the 
land between the wire fences, and that ::1\tfr. Bland told him 
that before he purchased the Warren Lipscomb tract. Dr. Ed-
wards told him that the land lay between the two wire fences. 
~fr. Harris further testified that Hargrove came to see Mrs. 
Harris about buying the timQer on the 45 acre tract, at which 
time he stated to him that the timber was not for sale and he 
thereupon said: "For God's sake, keep it for me". 
That after the ties were cut when they went to take up these 
ties Hargrove went with Mr. Harris and showed him as the 
· line between the Warren Lipscomb tract and the 
page 75 ~ 45 acre tract, the wire fence running from the ce-
dar stump ; however when he reached a point on 
the wire fence where the ravine runs southwardly from the 
oak, Hargrove then stated that at that point the line left the 
wire fence and followed the ravine. 
On cross-examination, the witness testified as follows: 
That Bland and HargTove had not made a survey of the 
tract of land 'vhich they purchased from Albert Edwards 
when they said that the. forty five (45) acres ~!aimed by Mrs. 
Harris belonged to her. "That James Hargrove·never paid for 
any timber cut on the Southeast side of the ravine as ap-
pears on G. L. Evans plat as he claimed that the timber cut 
on ·the Southeast side of the ~avine belonged to him. 
TESTI~tfONY OF WESLEY NOEL . 
. Wesley testified that he was employed by Bland and Har-
grove to snake out the ties which Bland Hargrove had cut. 
That Mr. Hargrove told him that he had bought the ties from 
Mrs. Edwards on the 45-acre tract, and he wanted to keep 
those ties separate from the ties which had been cut on the 
Warren Lipscomb tract, and that Hargrove also told him 
that the wire fence was the line, and that it had been pointed 
out to him by Dr. Edwards. 
That he knew that Hargrove paid Mrs. Harris for some of 
the ties cut. 
Further he testified that he heard Bland say at a former_ 
trial that he had bought the land between the wire fences and 
that Dr. Edwards had told him, Bland, that the Warren Lips-
comb tract lay between the two wire fences. · 
page 76 } On cross-examination, the witness testified as 
follows: 
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The witness testified that he is a near neighbor of 1\Irs. 
Nellie E. Harris and that he cannot recall anything· that Mr. 
R. H. Bland said in his former testimony except, ''He bought 
the land between the wire fences". · 
HULIE JOHNSON, 
a witness for the defendants, whose deposition was taken, 
testified as follows: · 
page 77 r Met, pursuant to agreement of counsel, for the 
purpose of taking the deposition of H. L. Johnson, 
this 6th day of April, 1933 at 12 :00 noon. 
Present: George E. Ha,v, Counsel for Mrs. Harris; Doug-
las 1\fitchell, Counsel for Dr. Edwards. 
H.L.JOHNSON, . 
a witness of lawful age, being first duly sworn, deposed and 
said as follows: 
DIRECT EXA1\1:INATION. 
By Mr. Haw: J;. 
Q. Please state yonr name and business 1 
A. H. L. Johnson. I have not got any business now. 
Q. How old are you no"' f 
A. 64 . 
. Q. J\tir. Johnson, are you acquainted with the boundary line 
between the 45 acre tract owned by 1\Irs. Harris and the War-
ren Lipscomb tract owned by Hargrove and Bland? 
A, Yes, I used to be. I cut wood over on both places. It 
has been about ten years ago. 
Q. Please tell under what circumstances you became ac-
quainted with the boundary betw'een these two tracts T · 
.A.. :1\rirs. Edwards at that time said she did not want the 
timber cut on the 45 acres, but when I learned that I had al-
ready cut over on to it, so Dr. Albert-
Q·. Do you mean Albert Edwards? 
· A. Yes, we went through there and he showed me the line 
from a stump, a cedar stump do'vn through the meadow to a 
· , sycamore tree. It was right through the woods, 
page 78 r you could not tell anything about a line, no line of 
trees; that wire fence was put there after that. 
Q. Have you seen the fence? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it practically on the line that was shown to you by 
Dr. Edwards? 
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A. ·I don't know where it starts as it is, but it varied 
thru the woods. You understand it was nailed to trees, 
it did not go directly along. 
Q. Did the wire fence finally come to the sycamore tree 
you spoke of, or not 7 
A. It cut <>ff. 
Q. Cut off before it got there 2 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who was with you at the time Dr. Edwards established 
this line! · · 
.A .• Lucius. 
Q. Lucius Robinson! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was he acting as surveyor f 
A. He did not survey, no more than just walking through 
there. 
Q. As I understand, the line which Dr. Edwards established 
as the division line of the 45 acres between the Warren Lips-
comb tract and Mrs. Harris's, was a line running from a 
stump down to a sycamore Y / • 
A. I think it was a sycamore tree and a cedar stump, as 
well as I remember. 
page 79 ~ Q. Where was the cedar stumpY 
A. It was up on this end next to the Burrus' 
land. . ! :· 
Q. Was there any ravine or anything in the ground there 
that would locate that shimp? 
A. That stump is there. I saw it there sinoo this suit 
~rl~ ! : f 
Q. And the present fence, as I understand it, starts at the 
stump? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. You say Dr. Edwards showed you that line to determine 
'vhether or not you had been cutting across the 45 acre tract 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. vVas Dr. Edwards at that time the owner of the War-
ren Lipscomb tractY 
A. That was what he claimed to be. 
Q. Who owned the 45 acres tract? 
A. His wife o'vned the 45 acre tract. That is what he said. 
Q. That is what he said and what she said? 
.l\.. Yes. 
Q. For whom had you been cutting the timber f 
A. The Henrico Lumber Company. 
Q. As I understand you, in cutting this timber you had in-
advertently gone over the line into this 45 acre tract Y 
A. ·Yes. She said she did not want that cut. He went 
7ei · .. Supreme ·Court-of Appeals .of Virginiar 
through there with me to show the line so we would stop cut-
- ting over that line .. She was getting stumpage any-
page so~ way of it all, so it did not make much difference to 
her. · 
Q. Do you mean that she had conveyed this piece of land 
~ubject to the timber? · 
A. Yes, subject to the timber. She was having it all cut 
at t~at. time.. It has been around ten years ago, I guess. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Mitchell: 
Q. Mr .• T ohnson. You do not know the boundary line~ to the 
tract of land known as the Warren Lipscomb tract f 
A. No,. I 'don't know it, no more than he showed me, going 
from stump to stump and going to the sycamore tree in the 
meadow, taking the track through the woods. I did not know 
whether I was within ten feet, one hundred feet or one hun-
dred yards of it. · 
Q. ·You don't know of your own knowledge that the forty-
five acre·s claimed by Dr. Edwards at the time you went with 
him and Lucian Robinson is not a part of the Warren Lips-
comb tract, do you T 
A. No, sir. I don't know whether it is a part of it or 
not. 
Q. .A.t the time that Dr. Edwards showed you the lines, he 
and his wife were not living together, were they? 
A. No, sir. The old doctor was living on the old Warren-
Lipscomb tract in the old house on the other tract .at that 
time. 
Q. Was there anyone present representing the Henrico 
Lumber Company at the time to which you refer? 
A. No, no one but me. 
page 81 ~ Q. Had you been authorized by the Henrico 
Lumber Company to establish th~ line between tho 
lands or Mrs. Edwards and Dr. Edwards at that time 7 
A. No, sir, it was only between them two, and they got 
Lucian D. Robinson. 
Q. ·You do not know what timber the Henrico Lumber 
Company purchased from lYirs. Edwards, do you Y What I 
mean is, do you know anything about the bargain made be-
tween the Henrico Lumber Compa1ly and 1\frs. Edwards With 
reference to the timber t 
.A. No, sir. 
·Q. Then you do not know whether the timber on the tract 
of land which you speak of as containing 45 acres was sold 
to the Henrico Lumber Company or not, do you f. · 
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A. No, sir. S. S. Robinson could tell you about that. He 
was boss down here for the Henrico Lumber Company. He 
bought the timber. I think it was through him. 
Q. Did I understand you, Mr. Johnson, to say that there 
'vas no fence along the line as claimed by Mrs. Edwards at 
the time the timber 'vas cut by the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany? 
.A. No, there was no fence there then. 
Q. Then after Dr. Edwards sho,ved you what he claimed 
to be the line, you acted under his instructions, I presume 7 
A. Yes. 
· Q. When you and Mr. Lucian Robinson and Dr. 
page 82 ~ Edwards assembled there about ten years ago, it 
'vas not for the purpose of establishing a boundary 
line, was itY 
A. I don't know exactly, whether she 'vent after him about 
it, or he must have told her about it; she did not ~ome out, 
but he said I had cut out wrong and he went. to show me 
through, she did not want the timber cut on the 45 acres; 
she '\yanted the other tract cleared up. . 
Q. That. was the real purpose of your going there Y 
A; Yes, I did not kno'v anything about the differences in 
the lines at the time when I went to cutting, and I cut on 
through until Dr. Edwards told me, and she told me too; I 
went by the house there and saw her. 
Q. The real purpose in meeting there on that occasion was 
to show you what timber you could cut for the Henrico Lum-
ber Company, was it not l 
A. It seemed so that that was what it was. 
Q. What line, if any, did Dr. Edwards show you at that 
time¥ 
A. He showed me the stump where it began between Bur-
rus's and this Warren Lipscomb tract, and the 45 acres and· 
then we struck straight across through the woods until we 
cmne to the meadow. He pointed out the sycamore tree. 
It was a fork of trees; twq trees that grew up together, you. 
know. 
Q. Did I understand you to say the sycamore tree is still 
there? 
A. I think it is.. I don't know whether it has been cut 
or not. · 
Q. ·Do you think· you could g9 there and find· the line that 
was shown to you by Dr. Edwards 1 
.A. No, sir. I don't think I could. 
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page 83 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By }fr. Haw: 
Q. Mr. Johnson he told you that the stump was the be-
ginning near the Burruss' line? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the sycamore was on the line, down in the swamp 
in the rneadowt 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it was a straight line from the stump to the syca-
n1oreT 
. A. That is what he said, and the way it came to be; he told 
me that time he bought the Warren Lipscomb place he did 
not buy this piece of land at the same time; he bought it 
later on. It must have been a part of the same tract though, 
it looked to be. He said he bought it from Todd Lipscomb's 
father . 
. That is, the 4-fi acre trant? 
A. Yes, this other that belonged to the Lipscomb, and he 
bought this other piece afterwards. He did not buy it all at 
the same time. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By 1\{r. Mitchell: 
Q. }fir. Johnson, the deed from Todd Lipscomb to Dr. 
Edwards conveys to him 145 acres of which 100 acres is de-
scribed as lying on the North side and 45 acres on the South 
side of the tract, and that was dated in 1883, whereas he 
bought the Warren Lipscomb tract from Mr. Herbert I. Lewis 
in 1887? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Which also shows he bought the 45 acre tract four years 
before he bought the Warren Lipscomb tract Y 
A. Boug·ht it before the other Y 
Q. Yes. 
page 84 ~ A. One or the other, he told me, I don't remem-
ber which. 
Q. Under those circumstances, are you positive he told you 
which tract he bought before the other tract Y 
By J\IIr. 1\Htchell: Counsel for the P1aintiff objects to the 
foregoing question or any answer· thereto on the ground that 
.the deeds from H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner to Dr. 
Albert Edwards and the deed to B. T. Lipscomb to Dr. Al-
bert Edwards speak for themselves, and are the best evi-
dence, and the object of the question is to have the witness 
0 
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to contradict himself in his previous answer, in which. he 
said that Dr. Edwa1~ds told him that the 45 acre tract was 
purchased by Warren Lipscomb tract after he bought the 
other property and for the further reason that the question 
is leading. 
By 1\fr. Haw: Counsel for the Defendant objects to the 
statement in the objection made because it is not in accord-
ance with the witnesses statement. The witness has never 
said the 45 acres was bought from the Warren Lipscomb 
tract. 
Q. ·:&rr. Johnson, are you certain which tract he told you 
he bought first? . 
A. No, I am not positive which tract. I lmow he told me 
he bought first one and then the other later on, I don't know 
'vhich, but I thought at the time it was the biggest tract he 
bought first, I did not know. I just thought that 
page 85 ~ but I know he said-one was bought first and then 
the other later on. 
Q. This has been ten years ago and I understand you are 
uot positive which tract he bought first Y 
A. No, I could not be positive, as old as I am, I could not 
remember which was which. 
Q. ·You have been there since the suit started, have you 
not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I understood you to testify that the fence starts at the 
stump and runs in the direction of the sycamore tree in the 
n1eadow. Is that right! . 
A. Yes, it runs across that way. ,I don't know whether it 
is exactly on the line or not. 
Q. I further understand that you cannot say the fence is 
exactly on the line he showed you; it dodges from tree to 
tree and is not exactly straight Y 
A. Yes. It was broken down in a lot of places when I was 
through there ... 
RE-RE-REDIRECT. 
Bv Mr. Haw: 
.. It was when I was there too. Who was present with you 
the first time, Dr. Edwards, Luci~n Robinson and you, the 
first timeY 
A. Yes. 
Q. "\Vho were there the second time? 
A. Lucian, Myself and Dr. Edwards. 
Q. On that second occasion did he show-
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A. I will tell you who else was with us, that other surveyor, 
Evans. 
page 86 ~ ·Q. On this last occasion did he show you the 
stump at the beginning? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the sycamore tree in the meadow! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was the sycamore you speak of located on the edge of 
the swamp, do you recall Y 
A. ·Yes, on the edge of the swamp. Lucian could not ex-
actly remember whether that was the same tree or not. 
Q. Were you positive~ 
A. No, I was not positive. I was like him. I said it looked 
to me to be the tre~, but I think it was the same stump, the 
cedar stump. 
Q. You say that Dr. Edwards who was the owner of the 
Warren Lipscomb tract, was there for the purpose of show-
ing and establishing the boundary line between his tract and 
the 45 acre tract? 
A. That was what he said; to keep me from cutting timber 
off that tract. 
RE-RE-RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Mitchell: 
Q. 1\'Ir. Johnson, had you been back on that land to look 
at the line for ten years before you went there previous to 
the former trial of this caseY 
A. No, after I cut this wood off there, it was two years 
after that I cut railroad ties, but I cut over all the land she 
owned and she did not make any distinctions about the line~ 
Q. You are not in a position to say positively 
page 87 } that the sycamore or stump that you saw in the 
swamp is the sycamore that was pointed out to 
you by Dr. Edwards, are you 7 
A. No, I am not certain. I just thought SQ. 
Q. Well, now, starting at the .sycamore, was there any 
fence running from that point through the woodsY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where was the wire fence to which -you referred? 
By Mr. Haw: There was no fence there at first. .. 
A. The wire fence was there the last time. 
Q. After Dr. Edwards showed you the sycamore tree on the 
swamp, did he then go through the woods and show you the 
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line between the land in controversy and the land belong-
ing to himself, Dr. Ed·wards at that time? 
A. We started at the stump and walked through the woods 
to the meadow. There· "ras no line traced that I know of 
that was through these woods at that time. 
Q. Dr. Edwards, as I understood you, on that occasion, 
·was simply showing you what timber you should cut and what 
not¥ 
A. I think that was all he meant. 
Q. It was not for the purpose of establishing any boundary 
lines, was it f 
A. No, of course not. 
Q. And you don't know what timber had been sold to the 
Henrico Lumber Corporation, do you f 
A. No, sir, no more than Strong bought the 
page 88 ~ timber and told me to ''go ahead and have the 
trees cut on old Dr. Albert's while she has given 
in.'' 
Q. You don't know whether the Henrico.Lumber Company 
bought the timber from all the land or just part of the land f 
A. No. 
By J\fr. Haw: 
Q. All you know is that Strong Robinson directed you to 
cut the timber on Dr. Edwards' place which he got from Mrs. 
Edwards? 
A. Right. 
Q. And when you cut over the line, which was between the 
Warren Lipscomb tract and the 45 acre tract. Dr. Edwards 
came down to establish the line and to show you that you 
had cut over the line on to her land 7 
A. Yes. 
By 1\Ir. Mitchell: Objected to as grossly leading . 
. A. It was to sho'v me which timber to cut and which not 
to cut. He did not show it to me before we went ahead and 
cut it. He said we had cut over the line. 
Q. In ord'er to show you what timber you could cut, he had 
to show you and establish for you the line between the tracts Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that is what he did f 
A. Yes. 
Q. He did that, did he? 
page 89 r A. Yes. He went there to show me where the 
line was. 
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And further this deponent sayeth not. 
Signature waived by consent of counsel and witness. 
Taken before me Mrs. Harriet W. Elam, a Notary Public 
of Richmond, Virginia. 
HARRIET W. ELAM, N. P. (Seal) 
page 90 ~ The defendants introduced in evidence on be-
half of the defendants, the following deeds: 
1. Deed from B. T. Lipscomb to Dr. Albert Edwards, Deed 
Book 8, Page 241. (See Pages 29-31). 
2. Deed from Dr. Albert Edwards to Nellie E. Edwards, 
Deed Book 17, Page 24. (See Pages 25-26). 
3. Deed from Nellie E. Edwards to Dr. Albert Edwards, 
Deed Book 39, Page 212 (See Pages 22-24). . 
4. Deed from Sara B. Davis to B. T. Lipscomb, Deed Book 
18, Part 2, Pag·e 503. (See Pages 40-41). 
The above deeds appear in the plaintiffs' evidenc-e and the 
defendants introduced on behalf of the defendants a certain 
paper writing purporting to be a deed from W arr~n Lips-
conlb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards, which deed 
is in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
Whereas, Albert Ed\vards by deed bearing date on the 23 
day of July 1883, purchased from B. T. Lipscomb two tracts 
of land formerly belonging to Park B. Davis containing 
about 145 acres. And whereas forty-five acres of land is cut 
off and detached from the main tract and is surrounded by 
the lands of Warren Lipscomb and P. J. Dillard's Est. so, 
there is no way of engress and egress from the said land ex-
cept throug·h the land of the said Warren Lipscomb to the 
main county road leading from King William Court House 
to Lanesville and whereas the said Warren Lipscomb not ob-
jecting to the said Albert Edwards having at all times a right 
of way through his land to the said tract of forty-five acres. 
Now therefore, this deed witnesseth that the said Warren 
Lipscomb and Martha his wife for and in consideration· of 
the foregoing facts and circumstances and in fur-
page 91 ~ ther consideration of the sum of $5.00 to them in 
hand paid by the said Albert Edwards in hand 
before the delivery of this deed, they the said Warren Lips-
comb and ~{artha his \vife do hereby give grant, bargain and 
sell unto the said Albert Edwards his heirs and assigns a 
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right of way of engress and egress at all times over and 
across the lands of the said Warren Lipscomb on the line 
between H. Dillard and the said Warren Lipscomb for the 
said 45 acre tract of land to the said main road at ....... . 
The hous·e. of Georg-e Washington and the said Warren Lips-
comb and wife . . . . . .. . . . . . . generally the right of way here 
in conveyed. 
Witness the foil owing signatures and seals This 6th. 
day of August 1883. 





County of King William, to-wit: 
We, Edward Davis, and William C. Nunn, Justices of the 
Peace for the County of King William in the State of Vir-
ginia do certify that Warren Lips~omb whose name is signed 
to the writing above bearing date on the 23rd., day of July 
1883, has this day acknowledged the same before us in our 
County aforesaid, and we further certify that Martha J. 
Lipscomb, the wife of the said Warren Lipscomb whose name 
is also signed to the said writing beari.ng date as aforesaid 
also personally appeared before· us in our said County and 
being· examined by us privately and apart ·from her said 
husband and having the said writing dully explained to her, 
she the said J\{artha J. J.Jipscomb acknowledged the said writ-
ing to be her act and deed and that she wished not to retract 
it. 
Given under our hands this aay of August 1883. 
EDWARD DAVIS, J. P. 
W. C. NUNN.. J. P. 
page 92 } Virginia: 
In the Clerk's Office of Circuit Court King William Co. 
October 9th, 1931. 
This deed was presented and together with the certificate 
annexed admitted to record 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, JR., Clerk. 
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I certify that the above mentioned evidence on behalf of 
the plaintiffs and defendants respectfully is all of the evi-
dence that \Vas introduced in the trial of this case. 
Teste : This 22nd day of June, 1935 • 
page 93 ~ 
• T. ROYD SEARS, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of 
King William County. 
CERTIFICATE NO. 2. 
I certify that upon the trial of the case of the plaintiffs 
excepted to the introduction in evidence on behalf of the de-
fendants a certain paper writing purporting to be a deed 
from Warren Lipscomb and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Ed-
~ards dated on the 6th., day of August, 1883, in the follow-
Ing words and figurest to-wit: 
Whereas, .Albert Edwards by deed bearing date on the 
23rd., day of July 1883, purchased from B·. T. Lipscomb two 
tracts of land formerly belonging to Parke B. Davis con-
taining about 155 acres. ·And whereas forty-five acres of 
land is cut off and detached from the main tract and is sur-
rounded by the land of Warren Lipscomb and P. J. Dillard's 
est. so, there is no way of engress and egress from the said 
land except through the lands of the said Warren Lipscomb 
to the main county road leading from King William Gourt 
House to Lanesville and whereas the said Warren Lipscomb 
not objecting to the said Albert Edwards having at all times 
a right of way through his land to the said forty-five acres. 
Now therefore, this deed witnesse-th that the said Warren 
Lipscomb and Martha his wife, for and in consideration of 
th~ foregoing facts and circumstances and in further con-
sideration of the sum of $5.00 to them in hand paid by the 
said Albert Edwards in hand before the delivery of this 
deed; then the said Warren Lipscomb and Martha his wife, 
do hereby give, grant, bargain, sell unto the said Albert Ed-
wards his heirs and assigns a ri~ht of way .of engress and 
egress at all times over and across the lands of the said War-
ren Lipscomb on the line between H. Dillard and the said 
Warren Lipscomb from the said 45 acres of land to the said 
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main road at . . . . . . . . . . The house of George Washington 
and the said Warren Lipscomb and wife, . . . . . . . . . . . . gen-
erally and right of way here in conveyed. 
page 94 ~ Witness the following signatures and seals 
This 6th., day of August, 1883. 
State of Virginia, 
WARREN LIPSCOMB 
MARTHA LIPSCOMB 
County of King William, to-wit: 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
We, Edward Davis, and William C. Nunn, Justices of the 
Peace for the County of J{ing William, in the State of Vir--
ginia do certify that Warren Lipscomb whose name is signed 
to the writing above bearing date on the 23rd., day of July 
1883, has this day acknowledged the same before us in our 
County aforesaid, and we further certify that Martha J. 
Lipscomb the wife of the said Warren· Lipscomb whose name 
is also signed to the said writing bearing date as aforesaid 
also personally appeared before us in our said County and 
being examined by us privately and apart from her said 
husband and having the said writing fully explained to her, 
she the said Martha J. Lipscomb acknowledged the said writ-
ing to be her act and deed and that she wishes not to re-
tract it. 




W. C. NUNN, 
J. P. 
J.P. 
In the Circuit Court Clerk's Office of King William Co .. 
October 9th, 1931. 
This deed was ·presented and together with the certificate 
annexed fl,dmitted to record. 
Teste: 
B. C. GARRETT, JR., Clerk. 
\:.:__ 
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page 95 ~ The plaintiffs excepted to the said paper writ-
ing purporting to be a deed from Warren Lips-
comb ·and Martha Lipscomb to Albert Edwards dated on 
the. 6th., day of August 1883, on the following grounds to-
wit: 
1. Because the said deed was not recorded until after 
Bland and Hargrove had purchased the Warren Lipscomb 
tract of land from Albert Edwards, and was not recorded 
until after the institution of these proceedings for the pur-
pose of establishing the true boundary lines between the 
lands of the plaintiffs and the defendants. 
2. Because the said deed has been withheld from record 
for a period of 52 years, and that Bland and Hargrove did 
not know of such a deed or paper writing in existence at the 
time they p1;1rchased the Warren Lipscomb tract from Albert 
Edwards. 
3. Because Bland and Hargrove are purchasers for value 
and without notice of the Warren Lipscomb tract of land, 
and that any deed or contract in writing affecting the title 
of the said Warren Lipscomb tract which was not recorded 
at the time Bland and Harg-rove purchased the said Warren 
Lipscomb Tract from Albert Edw'ards is void as to said 
Bland and Hargrove and is not admissible evidence in this 
case under the statute of frauds in the Code of Virginia, 
Section No. 5194, etc. 
Teste : This 22nd day of June, 1935 . 
page 96 r 
• 1. BOYD SEARS, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of King 
William County, Virginia. 
CERTIFICATE NO.3. 
I certify that upon the trial of this case and after all of 
the evidence for the plaintiffs and defendants, re~pectively, 
had been introduced which evidence is set out in Certificate 
No . .1, were referred to and made a part of this certificate, 
the plaintiffs requested the court to give· the following in-
structions, marked ''A'' and '' B '' and the defendants re-
quested the court to give the following instructions, marked 
"C", "D", "E", ''F", ''G", "H, and "I, all of which are 
set out and are as follows: 
I 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ''A"~ 
The Court instructs the jury that they are to determine 
from the evidence in this case the true boundary line between 
the lands of Bland and Hargrove and Nellie E. Harris, and if 
they shall believe by a preponderance of evidence that the 
true boundary line between the lands of Bland and Hargrove 
and Nellie E. Harris is the line on the plat of G. L. Evans, 
certified surveyor, dated February 2nd., 1932, beginning. at 
a cedar stob on the West side of the County road leading 
from King William Court House to Lanesville and running 
from this point S.. 87° 45' W. 1042.5 feet to a Cedar stob 
thence 8. 71 o 15' W. 688.5 feet to a Cedar sto b, thence S. 
31 o 30' W. 170 feet to a Cedar stob, thence S. 67° 15' W. 688 
feet to a Cedar stob, thence S. 86° 30' W. 532 feet to a Cedar 
stob on Nictawana Swamp if the true boundary line between 
the lands of Bland and Hargrove and Nellie E. Harris, and 
that Nellie E. Harris does not own any land on the South 
side' of this line adjoining the land of Bland and Hargrove, 
then they should find for the plaintiffs in this case. 
INSTRUCTION "B". 
The Court instructs the jury that no parol agree-
page 97 ~ ment ·to establish a boundary and thus exclude 
from the operation of a deed land embraced 
therein can divest, change, or effect the legal rights of the 
· _parties growing out of the deed Hself. 
INSTRUCTION "C". 
If the Jury shall believe from the evidence that the plain-
/ 
tiffs were not at the time of the institution of this suit, and 
had not at any time before, been in actual possession of the 
land claimed by them, then you are instructed that the Plain-
tiffs can not recover unless they prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence· that they had in themselves a complete legal 
title of record to the lands in -controversy at the time of the 
institution of this suit. 
r
. / . INSTRUCTION "D". . 
The Court instructs the jury that in this case the burden 
rests upon the plaintiffs to prove to the satisfection of the 
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jury that' they had at the time of the institution of this suit 
a complete legal title to the premises claimed by them and the ~ 
right to the possession thereof before they can recover, and 
that they must recover, if at all,· on the strength of their own 
title and cannot rely .on any weakness in the title of the de-
·fendant, and that in order to r·ecover they must prove af-
firmatively that they are entitled to the premises and that 
the defendant is not entitled thereto. 
. . . 
INSTRUCTION "E". 
If the Jury shall believe from the evidence that tlie plain-
tiffs were not at the time of the institution of this suit and 
.had·not at any time before been in actual possession of the 
land claimed by thein, the Court instructs the jury that they 
cannot rely on any weakness in the title of the 
page 98 ~ defendant but must prove affirmatively· that they 
had at the time of the institution of this suit a 
complete title of record to the lands claimed by them in their 
petition, and in order to recover said lands such proof must 
show a complete title in the plaintiffs in the entire tract of 
land up to the boundary claimed by them. 
INSTRUCTION ''·F". 
The Court instructs the Jury that the acreage called for 
by the title papers, while a circumstance to be considered in . 
indentifying the land, is the least reliable of all evidence of 
the true location of its boundaries. . 
INSTRUCTION "G". 
The Court instructs the jury that although verbal declar-
ations of a former owner will not change ·boundaries or calls 
set out in the title papers, yet where such declarations do not 
conflict with boundaries or calls laid down in the title papers 
,may .be important evidence in determining the true bounda-
ci~ . 
INSTRUCTION ''H''. 
r· · Ths' Co_jlrt i~structs the jury that althQugh the verbal. dec-
-laration of ·Dr. Alb~rt Edwards as to the location of his true 
/ 
i 
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boundary lines does not estop the plaintiff from claiming to 
the true boundaries in their deed from Dr. Edwards, yet the 
jury are instructed that such declarations may be very proper 
and very important evidence in determining just where the 
true boundaries are. 
INSTRUCTION "I". 
The Court instructs the Jury that if they shall believe from 
the evidence that B. T. Lipscomb, by deed dated July 23, 1883, 
conveyed to Albert Edwards, 145 acres of land in King Wil-
liam County lying partly on the South and partly on the 
North of the Warren Lipscomb tract of land, and also an ad-
ditional67 acres by said deed was conveyed to the said Albert 
Edwards, and the jury shall further believe from 
page 99 ~ the evidence that 100 of the said 145 acres together 
with the said 67 acres was to the North and a tract 
said to contain 45 acres of the said 145 acres to the South of 
the said Warren Lipscomb tract ; and if the jury shall further 
believe the said Albert Edwards afterwards acquired by deed 
from H. I. Lewis, Special Commissioner, the said Warren 
Lipscomb tract containing 164 acres, and that Albert Edwards 
by his deed dated :Niarch 29th, 1900, conveyed to his then wife 
Nellie Edwards, 212 acres of land described as the place on 
which he and his wife then resided, the Old Parke Davis home-
stead, together with the Warren Lipscomb tract containing 
164 acres, more or less, and shall further believe that the said 
tract of 45 acres was ·a part of the said 212 acres by said deed 
conveyed to the said Nellie Edwards; and lying to the South 
of the said "r arren Lipscomb tract, and that afterwards, to-
wit: On .April 25th, 1923, the said Nellie Edwards recon-
veyed to Albert Edwards the said Warren Lipscomb tract 
containing 164 acres, more or less, reserving to herself the 
said 212 acres, that Albert Edwards thereafter on July 11th, 
1929, conveyed to Bland and Hargrove, the said Warren Lips-
comb tract of land then in determining the boundary line ·he-
tween the tract of 45 acres and the Southern boundary of the 
Warren Lips~omb tract conv<:yed to Blan~ and Hargrov-e, if 
they shall beheve from the evidence the said Albert Edwards 
recog'Dized and acknowledged the ownership by said Nellie E. 
Edwards, to the 45 acre tract South of the Warren Lipscomb 
tract and recognized as the line of division between said tracts . 
the line now claimed by the defendants, that he Albert Ed-
wards before he sold the Warren Lipscomb -tract to the plain-
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tiffs erected at a joint eost of said Nellie E. Edwards, and 
himself a fence along said line and that since the conveyance 
to Nellie E. Edwards in 1900 the said ~Irs. Edwards has been 
in possession of said land up to the line of said wire fence 
until the institution of this suit, then the Court in-
page 100 ~ structs the jury that said Mrs. Harris is possessed 
of the legal title to said tract of land up to the 
wire fence claimed by her as on the line, and they shall find 
in favor of the defendant Mrs. Harris, and shall fix the line 
of division between the 45 acre tract and the "\Varren Lipscomb 
tract as the line commencing· at the Cedar Stump on the ravine 
and running- straight to a sycamore on the swamp as laid down 
on the plat made by Lucian Robinson filed with the answer 
of the defendant. 
I further certify that I refused to give instruction '' B'' for 
the plaintiffs and the· plaintiffs excepted to the ruling of the 
court on the ground that it appeared from the evidence of Nel-
lie E. Harris, one of the defendants that she and her former 
husband, Albert Edwards had by parole agTeement estab-
lished a boundary line between the two tract of land in the con-
troversy and that the jury should have been instructed that no 
parole agreement to establish a boundary line to exclude from 
the operation of a deed ]and embraced therein, can divest, 
chang-e or affect the legal right of the parties growing out of 
the deed. · 
I further certify that the plaintiffs excepted to instruction 
marked "F' given for the defendants on the ground that as 
a general proposition of law acreage called for by the title 
papers is the least reliable of all evidence of the true location 
of its boundaries, yet in the case at bar there were no dis-
tances, courses and monuments referred to in the deeds of the 
plaintiffs and defendants and the acreage called for in the 
said deeds should be considered along with the other evi-
dence on the case in determining the true boundary li;nes be-
tween the lands in dispute and that the general proposition of 
law as to acreage does not apply in the case at bar. 
I further certify that the plaintiffs excepted to instruction 
• ''G" given by me for the defendants upon the 
page 101 ~ ground that the instruction tells the jury that ver-
bal declarations of a former owner will not change 
the boundaries or calls set out in the title papers, but where 
such declaration do not conflict with boundaries or calls laid 
down in the title papers may be important evidence in deter-
mining the true boundaries. The instruction is an abstract 
proposition of law which is taken from the opinion of the 
Court in Bradshaw v. Booth, 105 S. E. 566. · 
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I further certify that the plaintiff excepted 'to instruction 
"H" given me for the de!endailts for the same reason .as 
given for excepting to instruction marked "G". 
· I further certify that the phrintiffs excepted to i:nstruction 
r'I" given by ·me for the ·defendants· upon the following 
grounds: · 
· 1. That it is a binding instruction in that .it. instructed. the 
jury to find for the defendants on the defendants' theory of 
the case and completely ignored the evidence and ·theory of 
the plaintiffs. ' 
2. Because ·the instruction is misleading and erroneous in 
that it tells the jury that if they believe that a wire fence was 
erected at the joint cost of Albert Edwards and Nellie E. Har-
ris, a:p.d they acquiesced in the wire fence as being the line 
that they should :find for the defendants. When as a mat-
ter of law parole agreements, admissions and acquiescence as 
to boundaries cannot divest, change or _effect the legal rights 
of parties growing out of a deed. 
3. Because the instruction is based on adverse possession, 
when the uncontradicted evidence in the case is that Albert 
Edwards and Nellie E. Harris lived together from 1900 un-
til the time that Albert Edwards conveyed all of his real es-
tate to Nellie E. Edwards now Nellie E. Harris and that it 
was not until1923 when Nellie E. Edwards conveyed the War-
ren Lipscomb tract to Albert Edwards that the 
page 102 } statute begins to run and that this action was in-
stituted in 1931. Therefore the statutory period 
of :fifteen years for adverse possession did not apply. 
4. Because the instruction further tells the jury that if 
they believe that Albert Edwards recognized and accepted 
the ownership by Nellie E. Harris of the forty five (45) acre 
tract south of the Warren Lipscomb tract and recognized as 
the line of division between the said tract the line now claimed 
by Nellie E. Harris that they should find for the defendants. 
The instruction is erroneous because the uncontradicted evi-
dence in the case is that there are fifty-one (51) acres of land 
in the tract of land in dispute. 
Teste : This 22nd day of June, 1935. 
J. BOYD SEARS, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of King William County. 
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State of Virginia, 
County of King William, to-wit: 
. . . I, B. C. Garrett, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
County of King William, Virginia, do certify that the fore.;. 
going is a true transcript of the record in the above men-
tioned cause . 
. And I further .certify that the attorneys defendants had 
~otice. of the intention of the plaintiffs to apply for same. 
·: .: Gi~en. under my hand t~s 20th day of July, 1935. 
B. C. GARRETT, Clerk. 
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